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A Panasonic ¾" direct-drive editing system this good is no surprise.

It doesn't make much sense to build a ¾" editing system around two expensive editing recorders when one editing recorder and one less expensive player/recorder are all you really need. That's why you need the economy and direct-drive performance of Panasonic's Series 9000 ¾" editing system. The NV-9500 editing recorder, the economical NV-9200 player/recorder and the amazing editing controller that goes between them, the NV-A950. Together they give you the kind of performance you expect from Panasonic, along with considerable savings over comparable editing systems.

When used with the NV-9500 and NV-9200, the NV-A950 will execute frame-by-frame insert and assembly edits, automatically. There's a five-minute memory for entry and exit points of video and audio inserts. And for quick and precise location of the exact edit points, the NV-A950 also has controls for fast play (double speed), search (one-fifth speed), slow rewind and pause. There's also a rehearsal mode that lets you run through an edit before you actually perform one.

And you'll be able to perform an edit in style. Thanks to the NV-9500 and the NV-9200. Especially since both decks give you the precision of direct-drive video head cylinders, the speed
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Cetec Schafer System 7000: Post-graduate technology, elementary operation

System 7000 is the leading-edge in radio automation. Multiprocessor architecture, plug-in firmware boards, super-clean audio circuitry, almost limitless expandability.

Keeping it simple to operate
System 7000 also includes another design breakthrough: human engineering. This marvelous machine is people-oriented. The sophisticated and versatile solid-state electronics are programmed for simple, step-by-step direction in plain English language.

Powerful and expandable
Most of all, System 7000 is a powerful broadcasting tool for any radio operation. It guarantees consistently superior audio quality, precise timing, silky smooth transitions, and enhancement of any program format. When you're ready, the 7000 helps you grow without growing pains. Add memory, 1000 events at a time, with plug-in boards. Ditto with additional audio sources, up to 64. Add video terminals — at any time, for any remote location. Add Verified English Logging. Plug-in "debug card" for system self-diagnosis.

A goof-proof keyboard
You talk to the 7000 in English on a color-coded, mode-clustered keyboard that won't accept mis-programming errors. Your instructions are displayed on a video screen (or several video screens, if you wish). The system answers politely, in English, on the same screen(s). At any time, you can look forward or backward to verify program sequence, or real-time sequence, or to review editing-in-process.

The bottom-most line is that Cetec Schafer System 7000 can handle the toughest and most complex radio broadcast tasks easily and cost-effectively, and with built-in capability to take on tomorrow's added jobs.

All the details are in our new, full-color 7000 product book. Write to Andy McClure at Cetec Broadcast Group, or telephone him at (805) 684-7686.

Cetec Broadcast Group
The Broadcast Divisions of Cetec Corporation
1110 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, California 93013
accuracy of the capstan servo system and the
toughness of patented HPF* video heads. The
results: Excellent stability, low jitter, high resolution
(330 lines B/W and 250 lines color) and a video S/Nratio of 45 dB.

And if performance this good from Panasonic
doesn't surprise you, then neither will our kind of
reliability. Like the strength, stability-of-alignment and
long-term durability that our annealed aluminum
die-cast chassis gives you.

There's a lot to be said about the advantages of
using the NV-9500 and the NV-9200 together, but
there's just as much to say when you use them
separately. You can use the NV-9200 as a high-quality
master recorder. Or for dubs that look almost as good
as masters, use it as a high-quality dubbing deck.
And with the NV-9500 editing recorder, you'll also get

frame-by-frame insert and assembly edits without
tear, roll or loss of video information.

Both decks also include automatic rewind, Auto
search, BNC and 8-pin connectors. Chroma level
adjustments, Subcarrier and vertical sync inputs.
And non-locking pushbutton controls. All in
simulated wood cabinetry.

Panasonic Series 9000 1/2" editing system. If its
performance doesn't surprise you, its price will.

For more information write Panasonic Company Video Systems
Division, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094
In Canada: Contact Panasonic Video Systems Department,
40 Ronson Drive, Rexdale, Ontario M9W 1B5

Panasonic®
just slightly ahead of our time.
ratio that FM can easily achieve.
You do the industry a distinct disservice when you print half-truths and distortions relating to technical matters. Programming and management personnel read these ridiculous statements by unnamed "experts" and then question their own technical people's procedures and practices in light of the garbage they have just read. I wonder how many chief engineers will be called on the carpet because their AM stations don't indeed sound as good as FM after conversion to stereo. Radio station technical people have enough of a job as it is without trying to combat printed technical nonsense.

The article in question was by lined and attributed to the BP&P staff. It was prepared primarily by managing editor Bob March.

We expect manufacturers of AM stereo systems and other proponents who make the assertion that AM stereo has the potential for fidelity as good or better than FM to respond to your comments in the future. We have no strong feelings one way or the other.

There are a few observations we'd like to make: According to the article, AM stereo would overcome FM multipath problems greatly enhancing signal reception in car units. Reception would be improved in mountainous areas, too.

Criticism of AM receiver specifications by reader Higdon is well deserved. But as the article pointed out, AM receivers could be dramatically improved with little difficulty; if receiver manufacturers were inclined to do so. Citing receiver specifications in this discussion is out of place, in any case.

The distortion and IM figures put forward do not represent the current performance averages in broadcasting, we feel.

We have been told that proposed AM stereo systems would move the state of the art forward in many areas. For instance, it has been reported that a synchronous noise detector has been developed which would filter out much of the noise in the ether path between transmitter and receiver. We understand such a detector would be incorporated in any AM stereo system adopted.

---

from Jim Hilsabeck
Production Manager
KOME Radio
San Jose, CA

Re: Making the Client Announcer Sound Good

Your article by Kit Hunt was filled with great dreams, the dreams of a true diplomat. Her ideas are worthwhile if you don't have anything else to do, or if you own a radio station with several production studios. Unfortunately, the name of the game is get the client in, and out! Telecommunications I A aren't a part of radio. If I had to sit with a client for the hours that it would take to make him an announcer, then I suppose I'd better use my teaching credential to its fullest, (perhaps a sabbatical). Playing host to a client who needs an ego stroke is not my idea of making money or saving time for the production studio.

We are professionals precisely because we have done it over and over again. but the production studio doesn't lend itself to a time consuming situation. If a person can come into the studio and perform as an announcer, and get his message across, great! But if we must deal with a person who doesn't sell what he is saying then the chances are he won't ever sign the contract twice.

I suppose the ideal solution would be to have the station make a trade deal with a local broadcast school, and send the client to that school until he becomes proficient in his newfound vocation, (announcer) . . .

There are horse races in this world because one fellow thinks his horse runs faster than the horse that belongs to

--- Letters Continued
I'd like to encourage other stations large and small who are contemplating buying any audio gear to look at the benefits of buying stereo equipment. The added flexibility in production and on air will pay off even if you do not plan on going to AM stereo immediately.

Also, I feel that many small stations will not get into AM stereo for a couple of years for many reasons, most importantly costs. The equipment required to transmit and monitor AM stereo will just not be feasible for many at first because listener demand will be extremely low. I know of few persons in the small Texas communities who will rush out to buy an AM stereo radio to hear their favorite song. Most haven’t bought an FM radio yet. It will be the pressure of the large and medium markets going AM stereo which will eventually filter down to the majority of the smaller markets, before they decide to go AM stereo.

from: Heather Wood
Marketing Manager
Eventide Clockworks
New York, NY

In your reply to Mr. Frank Sumrall of WAML (Broadcast Programming & Production, May/June 1978), you used the term “harmonizer” to describe a delay line or pitch changing device, listing several units by various manufacturers, including ourselves.

We should just like to point out that Harmonizer (with a capital H, please) is the trademark of Eventide Clockworks, Inc., and refers only to our Model H910 Harmonizer. This unit is a digital delay line, which is also capable of shifting the pitch of an input signal up to one octave above or below the pitch of the original.

Although the other products you mentioned perform some of the functions of our Harmonizer, none performs them all. Also, to the best of our knowledge, our Harmonizer is the only pitch changing device currently on the market (other than our Model 1745M Digital Delay Line with Pitch Change) which has a frequency response suitable for high quality music reproduction, namely, a full 12 kHz.

from: John M. Higdon
Broadcast Technical Consultant
San Jose, CA

It would seem that in the trade press that we could be candid among ourselves concerning the nature of AM stereo. I refer, of course, to the unattributed article, "Industry Sees Improvements in Hardware and Performance As Benefits of AM Stereo", in the May/June issue of BP&P. I ask you: How can AM stereo possibly have "the potential for better fidelity than FM stereo..."?

I'm sure that you will agree that "high fidelity" consists of flat frequency response, low distortion, and freedom from noise. Part 73 of the FCC's rules state that an emission from an AM transmitter appearing 15 kHz to 30 kHz from the carrier frequency must be attenuated at least 25 dB. This pretty well eliminates any audio response over 15 kHz and makes it very difficult to transmit flat response up to this limit and still meet FCC specs. Also, it is a remarkable AM receiver indeed that has even so much as an 8 kHz response (let alone be flat to that figure). It is no trouble at all to make even the cheapest FM receiver flat to 15 kHz.

Even the finest, state-of-the-art AM transmitters have a one to two percent harmonic distortion figure and have typically three times that amount of IM distortion. These are the best figures that can be produced by the latest technology; FCC specs require only five to seven percent harmonic distortion and do not mention IM distortion. Most AM transmitters on the air today can barely meet FCC regulations. It is admitted by their proponents that the various stereo systems under consideration will add a per cent or two to the above figures when received in stereo. On the other hand, current FM transmitters typically spec out at 0.1 percent harmonic distortion with an equivalent amount of IM distortion.

Regardless of the signal-to-noise capability of an AM transmitter (50 to 55 dB is typical), Mother Nature and Man provide plenty of noise in the ether path between the transmitter and receiver. This noise is amplitude modulation, the same as the transmission. It is therefore impossible to remove this noise at the receiver and we find that we are lucky to have a 35 to 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio when listening to an AM broadcast. This deteriorates rapidly as the receiver gets farther away from the transmitter. It is, however, a simple matter to strip off AM noise in an FM receiver (99 percent of all reception noise is, after all, AM) and enjoy the 70 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
ratio that FM can easily achieve.

You do the industry a distinct disservice when you print half-truths and distortions relating to technical matters. Programming and management personnel read these ridiculous statements by unnamed "experts" and then question their own technical people's procedures and practices in light of the garbage they have just read. I wonder how many chief engineers will be called on the carpet because their AM stations don't indeed sound as good as FM after conversion to stereo. Radio station technical people have enough of a job as it is without trying to combat printed technical nonsense.

The article in question was by lined and attributed to the BP&P staff. It was prepared primarily by managing editor Bob March.

We expect manufacturers of AM stereo systems and other proponents who make the assertion that AM stereo has the potential for fidelity as good or better than FM to respond to your comments in the future. We have no strong feelings one way or the other.

There are a few observations we'd like to make though. As the article pointed out, AM stereo would overcome FM multipath problems greatly enhancing signal reception in car units. Reception would be improved in mountainous areas, too.

Criticism of AM receiver specifications by reader Hedon is well deserved. But as the article pointed out, AM receivers could be dramatically improved with little difficulty if receiver manufacturers were inclined to do so. Citing receiver specifications in this discussion is out of place, in any case.

The distortion and IM figures put forward do not represent the current performance averages in broadcasting, we feel.

We have been told that proposed AM stereo systems would move the state of the art forward in many areas. For example, it has been reported that an asynchronous noise detector has been developed which would filter out much of the noise in the ether path between.

We understand production studio.

We are professionals precisely because we have done it over and over again, the production studio doesn't lend itself to a time consuming situation. If a person can come into the studio and perform as an announcer, and get his message across, great! But if we must deal with a person who doesn't sell what he is saying then the chances are he won't even sign the contract twice.

I suppose the ideal solution would be to have the station make a trade deal with a local broadcast school, and send the client to that school until he becomes proficient in his newfound vocation, (announcer) ...
another fella. Jim Hilsabeck, if your production methods work for you congratulations! Keep using 'em! At no time have I ever claimed that my methods are the only good methods. They worked for me. Since many of our clients were repeat business and continued their advertising campaigns with us during my tenure at WHLI/WIOK, I'll have to assume they were pleased with their results.

Insofar as ego-stroking is concerned . . .

... sure, it's easy to go too far with it. It's a well-known fact, however, that you can catch more flies with honey than with flypaper. I suggest that this concept applies to clients as well as flies. To be perfectly honest, I'll admit that outrageous compliments stuck in throat on a number of occasions. Obviously, though, when these techniques become so time consuming as to be unprofitable, you apparently have
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*metric equalizer. From 15 Hz to 20 kHz, vary variable including two end cut reciprocal. It's a super tool for feedback. We do have a complete data file, you'll really have to try it in your UREI dealer.

Dick Scholem is correct. Long Island is everything you say. It is, however, also a part of the greater New York metropolitan area, politically and socially. I'm afraid that I tend to see things in terms of news, rather than business, unless I'm specifically looking at the latter, thus my reference to New York. Mr. Scholem is accurate, though. The Island is its own market, the 9th largest in the nation, and does have its own Arbitron rating and its own SMSA.

— Kit Hunt

Unschiff is a registered trademark of UREI. Used with permission of UREI.
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8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767-1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York

Want more details? Circle No. 4 on Product Info. Card
Color, Action, Hands-free Mobility

Combine the finest omnidirectional dynamic boom mike with an equally high performance binaural headphone and you have the superior Sportscaster headset—the Telex CS-90. For live broadcasts, from the station or on remotes, with cue and program monitoring and hands-free convenience. The audience hears every word, clearly, crisply, with crowd noise for background color and atmosphere. Circumaural ear cushions screen out noise in the immediate area so that special acoustic facilities are unnecessary. Supplied with convenient in-line, mike-muting "push-to-cough" switch. The Sportscaster headset. Color, action and hands-free mobility. For complete information please write:

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH  
TELEX  
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.  
9600 ALOUGH AVENUE SOUTH  
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A.  
Europe: 22, rue de la Legion—d’Honvieu.  
93200 St. Denis, France  
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario

The Washington Connection

by

Clarence McKee

NUDISTS IN THE FOREST

H. R. 13015, the proposed "re-write" of the Communications Act of 1934, raises, as FCC Commissioner Joseph Fogarty has said, the most fundamental issue of telecommunications confronting us today, to wit: "whether telecommunications would be better served by substantial de-regulation in favor of the interplay of competitive marketplace forces". Commissioner Fogarty went on to note that resolution of the issue depends on the assessment of the "social, economic and other public needs and interests" which we want our communication systems to serve. It also poses the question of whether marketplace forces could be relied upon to meet these public needs and interests more effectively than regulation.

Commissioner Fogarty hit the regulatory nail squarely on the head. Though the bill is an attempt to create a "thoroughbred", it is in reality a "camel" with many humps that ultimately could create chaos, confusion and demands for more governmental control over communications. Although many have jumped for joy over H. R. 13015's elimination of the public interest standard as a basis for regulation and removal of jurisdiction of the new Communications Regulatory Commission (CRC) over EEO, Ascertainment and Fairness Doctrine policies and rules—broadcasters had better take a longer and closer look into their "gift-camel's" mouth.

By eliminating the public interest standard for regulation "to the extent marketplace forces are deficient", the authors of H. R. 13015 have also eliminated the public from our broadcasting system. For over 44 years, the public interest standard has been the primary guidepost for FCC regulatory action and has been the bedrock of the premise that licensees must serve the public interest as public trustees. It is upon that public interest standard that the FCC's EEO and Ascertainment rules, as well as the Fairness Doctrine, have been built. To eliminate the standard and the new CRC's jurisdictional authority to regulate in these areas will inflame the public and result in many licensees, especially smaller ones, being left "nude" before the public.

Government Regulation Serves Broadcasters Too

Notwithstanding all of the criticisms directed against the "burdensome regulation and paperwork" of FCC rules, regulations and policies, broadcasters must understand that many of these rules—Ascertainment, EEO, Fairness—have served over the years to protect a public secure in the belief that the FCC and those rules were protecting its interests. The public has confidence in the present system of the FCC's broadcast regulation.

Broadcasters too have been well served by FCC rules in these areas in spite of complaints of too much regulation. Those rules and regulations have in many ways served as a "protective shield" for licensees against the criticisms and attacks of citizen groups. When licensees have done their best to follow those rules, they usually prevail at the FCC. They then tell their public or critic: "Look, we are complying with FCC rules and have done what is required. Therefore, don't come to us, go to the FCC."

Because the public has confidence in the present system which affords the public participation in a partnership with licensees, people generally feel their interests are protected by the FCC. If Congress closes these "doors" of citizen participation and access by eliminating the new CRC's jurisdiction and couples that with granting licenses in virtual perpetuity, licensees will be exposed to assaults and attacks with no "shield" of FCC rule compliance behind which to hide. In H. R. 13015, too many broadcasters can't see the "forest" of potential chaos and confusion for the few trees of near total de-regulation.

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Urban
another fella, Jim Hilsabeck, if your production methods work for you — congratulations! Keep using 'em! At no time have I ever claimed that my methods are the only good methods. They worked for me. Since many of our clients were repeat business and continued their advertising campaigns with us during my tenure at WHLI/WIOK, I'll have to assume they were pleased with their results.

Insofar as ego-stroking is concerned... sure, it's easy to go too far with it. It's a well-known fact, however, that you can catch more flies with honey than with flypaper. I suggest that this concept applies to clients as well as flies. To be perfectly honest, I'll admit that outrageous compliments stuck in throat on a number of occasions. Obviously, though, when these techniques become so time consuming as to be unprofitable, you abandon them. Remember, I said that knowing when to stop was important. The whole idea of The Crash Course was to learn to do this stuff fast and automatically. I concur that "Client in — client out" is desirable. The more competent your client becomes, the faster production will be done. It often works out that the more spots you cut with a client, the less time you actually spend doing them!

As I'm sure Jim Hilsabeck appreciates, well-produced commercials improve the overall sound of the station. The better the station sounds, the more people listen. The more people listen, the more business you get.

— Kit Hunt

from: Richard J. Scholem  
General Manager  
WGSAM-AM / WCTQ-FM  
Long Island, NY

I enjoyed the article "Making The Client Announcer Sound Good", by Kit Hunt in the May/June issue.

However, the credits listing WHLI/WIOK and WLIR as being New York stations are incorrect. Both WLIR and WHLI/WIOK are Long Island radio stations. They are not located within New York City, but many miles away.

The Long Island market is the 9th largest in the United States with nearly three million people. It's bigger than 28 states, has its own Nassau/Suffolk Abitron and is a separate SMSA.

Dick Scholem is correct. Long Island is everything you say. It is, however, also a part of the greater New York metropolitan area, politically and socially. I'm afraid that I tend to see things in terms of news, rather than business, unless I'm specifically looking at the latter, thus my reference to New York. Mr. Scholem is accurate, though. The Island is its own market, the 9th largest in the nation, and does have its own Arbitron rating and its own SMSA.

— Kit Hunt

Pure Parametric Pleasure

Check Our Specs:

Controls: Large, easy to adjust
Operator Ease: Pure pleasure
Performance: Incredible
Quality: UREI, of course
Price: Unbelievable*

UREI's Model 545 is a pure parametric equalizer. From 15 Hz to 20 kHz, all parameters are continuously variable including two end cut filters. Boosts and cuts are truly reciprocal. It's a super tool for creative and corrective equalization. We do have a complete data sheet that we will be happy to send you, but you'll really have to try it to believe it... so pick one up from your UREI dealer.

* under $450.00

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767-1000  
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York

Want more details? Circle No. 4 on Product Info. Card.
station meeting minutes

by

Howard W. Coleman

CAN YOU WING IT ON A PRAYER?

Bart Lee is general manager of a combined radio-TV property in a market of 350,000 TV households, has a solid relationship with his TV network as an affiliate who delivers a respectable share of the market and maintains a nominal radio network relationship — mostly for news feeds. He doesn’t bother much with the audio net’s public affairs and religious offerings.

Recently Bart has had a number of interesting propositions pushed at him, mostly from a specialized program placement organization in the midwest. One involved paid religion — the opportunity to carry programs described as “religious” while making a rate card buck at the same time. Why carry the TV network’s Sunday a.m. or early p.m. wordy explorations of moral and ethical issues as guided by the National Council of Churches or Roman Catholic or Jewish offices — when the Rev. Sam Dogoodie’s Church of the Heavenly Tomorrow wants the time at rate card with a 52-week firm contract?

Why go to the expense of a local radio remote of the “Mass for the Homebound”, when Sister Esther’s “Soul Saver Hour” will buy the time and provide the programs? Bart’s stations, following a generally-accepted pattern among his network’s affiliates, have never sold time for the paid-religion type of programming. The National Association of Broadcasters advised this policy; his sales rep firm advised this; the local ministerial association (representing all faiths) did the same.

But now the crunch was on. The stockholders looked to larger net profits; open time was scarce; the dangling of fresh money in marginal time was tempting.

But Bart also realized serious problems in this change of policy. “Once you open the doors you’ll get ‘em all,” he was told. “The faith healers, the sellers of genuine gold-tipped Bibles and scarves dipped in the holy water at Lourdes — the whole gang. And they’ll all be on your stations, begging for money!”

“And that’s absolutely correct,” the Rev. Harry Cartwright, senior advisor to the local ministerial association, said when he responded to Bart’s invitation to discuss the consequences of the possible policy change. Cartwright had worked in commercial broadcasting for over 10 years before entering the ministry and offered a broad and at least reasonably objective overview of the situation.

“But isn’t religion religion?” Bart asked. “Isn’t Sam Dogoodie a man of the cloth? The audition tape of Sister Esther is a little far out, but isn’t she talking about the same Jesus Christ they talk about on “The National Radio Pulpit”?

“Both yes and no,” Cartwright chuckled. “Strictly speaking, yes. But in the view of those major, mainline church bodies who are present in about 60 per cent of your viewing and listening audience, no.”

He continued, “Now here’s part of the why of my answer. And it’s an economic answer, not a theological one. The Catholics and the established Protestant denominations — Episcopal, Methodist, Baptist, Lutheran, Presbyterian and the rest — support a wide variety of both domestic and worldwide thrusts with their local offerings. Those include Parochial schools, colleges and universities, seminaries, newly-developed mission churches, services to minorities and foreign language groups, overseas hospitals and out-patient medical services, farming and technical advice, and communications. One or more parts of this varied bag are in the ongoing work of several of these denominational interests at any point in time.


“You see, these people who are a part, in however small a way, of that reaching out, have strong feelings against the kind of armchair religion, the sit-at-home-and—

continued on page 39...
League, The National Black Media Coalition, The National Organization of Women, Action for Children's Television, the PTA and the United Church of Christ (to name only a few) most certainly could and would mount a major campaign in the Congress to have regulation over important matters such as EEO, Ascertainment and Fairness returned. Most likely, with such a storm of protest, any new changes would be even more restrictive than the system the licensees now protest. Remember the legislation of a few years ago which prompted codification by statute of Ascertainment procedures? It could be re-born if the public feels it has no alternative. As Commissioner Tyrone Brown recently testified on H. R. 13015: "Elimination of the Ascertainment requirement and other public interest responsibilities today may be at the price of public demands for more direct government intervention in programming at a later time."

If the public is left only to the goodwill of licensees to provide citizen input, the partnership whereby the public has pretty much held broadcasters in awe could cease. By eliminating these valuable "trees" of citizen input into broadcaster decision-making processes, H. R. 13015 could be creating a situation of direct confrontation between citizens and licensees.

The United States has been fortunate in that protesters and citizen groups have never resorted to the direct-action tactics against licensees that they utilized in the 1960's and 1970's against college administrators. They have until now felt that there was a vehicle to air their complaints. Take away those vehicles and it is not inconceivable that pickets and sit-ins will begin to be utilized against what a particular group believes to be a "recalcitrant or unresponsive" licensee. This nation certainly doesn't need a forest of chaos and confusion where security guards have to be posted at studios and antenna sites. Licensees also don't need the flood of civil suits that might well result when critics find there is no vehicle like the present FCC for seeking redress.

Broadcasters should therefore take another look at H. R. 13015 beyond the short term and see into the future. We all know how Congress reacts to sudden controversy and chaos and to organized citizen outcry. Sex and violence on television was just one example of how an organized outraged public can demand action. Licensees who are truly afraid of "Big Brother" should be careful not to help give birth to any "Rosemary's Baby" which could return to haunt them in the future.

And For The Politicians ...

As if broadcasters wouldn't have enough to keep them busy shielding themselves from justifiable outcries from public interest, women's and minority groups over the deletion of statutory obligations in the above areas, they would also have to face a "second wave" of attack from those candidates for political office denied equal opportunities, reasonable access, Fairness Doctrine and lowest unit charge rights under H. R. 13015.

By eliminating the equal opportunities provisions of the present law entirely for radio licensees and for state-wide office seekers with television licensees, H. R. 13015 would create a situation whereby a broadcaster would be free to endorse or oppose political candidates without being required to afford an opposing candidate an opportunity for response. A broadcaster could carry one candidate and ignore another or, better yet, could support an employee or himself for a particular office with the full facilities of the station being utilized as a campaign "bullhorn."

Anyone who believes that politicians would sit idly and allow broadcasters — even a few — unfettered use of the air waves to suit their own political views and philosophy with no opportunity given to respond is wearing rose-colored glasses. It is doubtful that broadcast "Union Leaders" would be tolerated by most politicians. No only would Spiro Agnew's criticisms of certain media from a few years ago be "born again" with a new vigor, it would be most likely a bi-partisan chorus united in harmony with citizens' groups demanding a "re-write of the re-write." Such activity would surely result in harsher regulation than now exists in this area.

Balance Needed In New Legislation

Meaningful de-regulation, which leaves room for citizen and public participation in broadcasting, can be achieved. As Chairman Ferris noted in testimony on H. R. 13015: "The business of communications is too essential not to be the public's business." Hence, licensees jumping on the H. R. 13015 bandwagon as to its de-regulatory features should look before they leap. Some regulation is necessary to protect them as well as the public. Instead of jumping and leaping for joy, broadcasters should be asking important questions about the long-range effect on their future of H. R. 13015 and also, especially the TV licensees, why H. R. 13015 makes no mention of network policies and practices as they relate to licensee economics or independence in programming.

H. R. 13015 should be sent back to the drawing board until a new de-regulation proposal can be developed which does not have the "heads I win, tails you lose" result — for citizens and broadcasters — exhibited in most aspects of the current proposal.
Gold Plating
A Tin Ear
by John Price

Gold-Plated Ears
Discern Signal Quality — Or Lack Of It

When you've seen one painting, you've seen 'em all . . .
— Michelangelo

Just open some cans. It all tastes the same anyway . . .
— Julia Child

It sounds okay to me, but I've got a tin ear . . .
— Radio Professional

You would never expect to hear the first two statements from a famous painter or a gourmet cook. So why is the third so commonplace among radio managers, program directors and chief engineers?

Maybe it's because they never learned to listen. If that's the case, they are about as well equipped to judge the product of their craft as a color-blind artist. For the broadcaster, becoming "un-deaf" is primarily a learning process that involves why and how to listen, what to listen for, the common problems that are heard, and how to correct problems.

The ad reprinted may be a shocker . . . it was to me when it appeared two years ago. Here, a major manufacturer of loudspeakers is telling his potential customers not to use broadcast sound as a source of high fidelity. The manufacturer is also inferring that, once you have purchased your new stereo system, it still won't achieve anything near top audio quality when you're listening to the radio.

The problem is, that ad is right. It was "righter" two years ago than it is now, but it is still true. So much so that the speaker manufacturer has seen fit to market a special series of loudspeakers designed for control room use, in an effort to provide us with a better means of listening to our radio stations.

If you travel about the land, you will hear many kinds of sound on the radio dial — very little of it good sound. And if you're going to The Big City to hear how good it can sound, forget it. In Los Angeles, for example, there are only one or two addresses out of 40-plus on the FM dial that give good enough sound to say, warrant the purchase of an expensive FM tuner.
WE PUT SO MUCH MARANTZ QUALITY IN, WE PUT THE MARANTZ NAME ON.

There's a new name on all Superscope microphone products: Superscope by Marantz. It tells you at first glance you're getting world-famous Marantz quality built-in—at Superscope prices.

Our top of the line is the EC-9P Cardioid Condenser Professional Studio Microphone. It performs with equal ease for vocals or instrumentals, thanks to a two-position bass roll-off switch. Ideal for handheld or boom applications, the EC-9P includes phantom powering for maximum hook-up convenience, and a 10-dB pad to attenuate microphone output.

Our versatile EC-12B is a Balanced Professional Omni-Directional Condenser Microphone that works any of three ways in professional use: with mini-jacking for in-the-field portable taping and reporting; converted to balanced operation with a unique telescopic wand for in-studio tv production with its built-in line-matching transformer and 2-conductor shielded cable; and as a highly efficient tie-clamp microphone for on-camera interviews and news programming.

Finally there's our incredible little EC-15P Professional Omni-Directional Electret Condenser Tie-Clasp Microphone. Used with phantom powering or internal battery, the EC-15P has a highly sophisticated capsule design, incorporating a single IC chip as both capsule and FET amplifier. The EC-15P provides a rugged housing and a natural sound that's free of boom close-to-the-body resonances. Low handling noise, too.

DYNAMITE NEW DISCO MIXER

The Superscope by Marantz MX-62 6-channel stereo disc/microphone mixer is ideal for professional disco mixing, studio, or home use. In disco applications, two pairs of stereo magnetic inputs can be plugged in at the same time. Using the fader control, you can cross-fade from one stereo phonograph to the other. The headphone monitor allows complete monitoring capability, including stereo cueing of individual inputs or of the total mix. For features, performance and price, the MX-62 is the perfect microphone "control center.”
That's why you should listen: If you can make your station sound good, you may be alone in the crowd. And don't believe that it doesn't make a difference with your "average listener." Consumer audio gear is getting to sound doggone good. Even the lower-priced package systems — even the good auto stereo systems — are sounding better and better. Many modest stereo rigs have surpassed the sound quality of many FM stations.

A client station forwarded a letter from a listener illustrating this point to his programming syndicator a few months ago.

It read:

"I recently purchased my first truly fine FM stereo receiver and have been scanning the (Houston) area FM stations at various times of the day. I have found, very much to my surprise, that the FM rock stations, to which I have usually listened, have signals so trashy (i.e., hum, noise and distortion) as to be virtually unlistenable . . ."

I wonder how many others make a similar purchase every day, then make the same discovery?

Item: Look around your own station, and notice how many pieces of "consumer" gear you yourself are using: speakers, amplifiers, receivers, turntables, equalizers, etc. Such a thing was unheard of 20 years ago. It's another result of the refinement of "home" equipment versus outdated "broadcast" units.

So now we must make sure we're doing the very best with what we have — just to sound decent on modest-to-good home gear. True, the top-rated station in your market may not sound the best, but it may have overcome bad sound with other activities that attract listeners: heavy promotion, great music selection or professional jocks. Why not have it all? It may just be that the high come-ups and low quarter-hours in your book may be the result of repulsed listeners who love your music, can't stand your sound, and dial away when your audio flaws get to them.

So much for the why. Now the how.

Rule Numero Uno: Do not listen to your station at your station. I have tried this often enough to be able to generalize. I have never visited a radio station that had a good comparative (I'll explain that word later) sound system at the station. Wait . . . there may have been one station in Moorhead, Minnesota, but the rest of you are still suspect.

Find a good stereo system. If you can't locate one from a private source, go to a stereo store — the best one in town — with a listening room. Borrow that room or rent it if necessary. Close the door and lock it.

Once in the comfortable womb of the listening room, patch together a system similar to the one outlined in the accompanying diagram. Make sure the antenna system is good enough to receive all stations that you will want to hear with adequate strength (most good receivers have meters for this purpose) and with no multipath reception for FM stations. Make sure that the VU meters on the recorder are true VUs (most semi-pro machines have them), and that there is no "auto-level" or "ALC" device switched in — it will make all levels look "right" and bias some of our later tests.

Try different sets of speakers until you find the ones that are satisfying. That's basically a personal choice.

Then, by tuning across the radio band — either FM or AM, you will be able to compare one station against another over equal equipment, in an equal listening environment, with equal perception, while looking at a pair of VU meters (that's important). By the way, we have just defined comparative listening.

"How many people," you may ask, "will ever listen that critically to my station?" Excellent question and we both know the answer: not that many listeners. But Michelangelo got closer to the Sistine ceiling than any tourist and Julia worries more than any guest about the quality of the vanilla. Those are key elements to their success. It's up to us to examine the sound of our station more closely than any member of our vast audience, so that we may detect and correct a flaw before it comes to the conscious or subconscious attention of listeners.

It's time for that tin ear of yours to get a plating job. With the listening room we have removed most of the variables from the subjective sense that we call hearing. An artist who is asked, "Is that redder?" will respond, "Redder than what?" For the same reason, the question "Does your station sound brighter?" deserves the same answer. We will compare your station against others, overcoming the very short memory of our ears. That short listening memory contains most of the tin.

The Comparative Listening Test

First, find a "standard." In most cases, there will be one station on whichever dial is to be explored that is unusually clean, balanced (if stereo) and beautiful. If there is an FM station programmed by a major syndicator known for nit-picking, it should be tried as your listening standard first. AM listening may be limited by the poor quality of the AM section in even high-quality receivers, but comparisons will still be valid, because the audio will all come through the same chain.

Tune your "standard" station carefully; adjust the volume, balance and tone controls to the satisfaction of all concerned. Then, switch the tape machine to "input" and set its VU meters to peak 0 VU on program peaks in both channels. On peaks, not valleys. Since a clean-sounding station often employs very little limiting, this may take a while, since soft passages will stay soft. Only an occasional peak will give telltale evidence of maximum modulation.

Listen to your "standard" station long enough to become fully acquainted with its sound. Listen through several different tunes — everybody's source material varies in quality. Also, listen at three different levels. You will be able to hear distortion better at low levels — that's the way God built our ears. Noise problems will show up better during pauses when listening at high levels. Operating flaws, level variations and frequency response problems are best noticed at medium levels.

Dial across the band, comparing station after station against your standard. Return to the standard between each listening
WHAT TO DO DURING YOUR NEXT OBSCENE PHONE CALL.

Order Eventide's BD-955 Broadcast Delay Line. It will delete your obscenities & tape loops. And more.

When Eventide — the world’s foremost manufacturer of digital delay equipment* — decided to build a better time delay system for obscenity deletion, it went digital.

The result is the BD-955, a RAM based DDL providing up to 6.4 seconds of delay.

Substitute the BD-955 for the tape machine you're now loading, monitoring and changing tapes on. The BD-955 will allow plenty of time for either the engineer, announcer — or both — to hit removable DUMP buttons.

The BD-955 cancels the objectionable program material; its rear-panel terminals allow automatic control of the phone and/or auxiliary equipment.

THE BD-955's EXCLUSIVE CATCH-UP MODE:

Here's where the BD-955 really shows its stuff — and makes the switch to Eventide obscenity deletion as much a programming decision as a technical one —

When the DUMP button is hit, programming instantly returns to real-time. Here you have a choice — use the BD-955 merely to substitute for your old Tape delay & insert a profanity-fill cart, or let it automatically build a new delay margin, digitally. In its exclusive "Catch-Up" mode, the BD-955 can eliminate the need for a profanity-fill cart; the BD-955 automatically builds up delay after a deletion by increasing delay during pauses in the program. LEDs indicate the margin of protection afforded at any moment. Stay alert and the show can continue — in delay — almost immediately. Sound like magic? We've manipulated time like this for over five years.

When it's not being used for obscenity deletion, the BD-955 serves double-duty as a production tool. It allows front-panel selection of delays from 6.5 milli-seconds up through the full delay available, for musical and segue effects — including vocal doubling and automatic double tracking (the audible illusion through which a single voice or instrument is made to sound like two) and digitally-clean slapback echo.

Other significant features about the BD-955 Broadcast Delay Line:
1. Full 15 kHz response and 90 dB dynamic range equals the specs of the best music recording delay lines; 7.5 kHz response, perfect for telephone talk shows at lower cost.
2. Full digital Random Access Memory. Like the Eventide 1745M music recording DDL, it runs cool, can take the mallet.
3. It's available. With more experience than any other manufacturer in building digital audio delay systems, the BD-955 is an extension of proven techniques. More than just a design: it's available now!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pricing Information</th>
<th>FREQUENCY RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 seconds</td>
<td>$2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 seconds</td>
<td>$2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4 seconds</td>
<td>$3900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DUMP AND GO!

Eventide's BD-955 Broadcast Delay Line.

Available for immediate shipment:

KS THE KEN SCHÄFFER GROUP, INC.  
10 East 49th Street • New York, N.Y. 10017 • (212) 371-2335

sed. (I have heard affiliates of a major network in the Rocky Mountain states which have a sort of drum roll added to the front of each network news logo. Actually, it's just all the compressors opening up along the way. The system hiss registers full level until audio knocks all that compression back down to normal levels. And heaven help the net newscaster who pauses to breathe. He'll get sympathy cards from the asthma foundation.)

Today's disco music can completely confuse any compressor or limiter that looks at the whole audio spectrum. Frequently, bass drum concussion is the loudest sound on the recording. Listen to your Mantovani-designed limiter grab each drumbeat and pull it down to 100 per cent modulation, then relax until the next one. As a result, the rest of the band will keep appearing and disappearing.

Again, defer to your standard. Often you will find a station with no compression and little or no peak limiting. To paraphrase an old song, the louds get louder and the softs get softer.

Bear this in mind: Peak limiting can only be accomplished by chopping off peaks. There is no other way and that, friend, is distortion. The more you limit, the more you distort. Compression is used to squash dynamic range. Since most records are heavily compressed to begin with, most stations use compression to squash the counterfeit dynamic range that comes from hyperactive deejays with their widely varying levels.

Listen for this: If you are heavy on the compression/limiting, you'll hear it as fade-ins and outs — the former as a low-level element replaces a hot one, the latter as a hot element jumps on a normal or weak one. Your programming will show a lack of "flow", even though the VU meters bang away at the zero mark.

I once dragged the owner and chief engineer of a major mountain states AM-FM to the local Lafayette dealer for a listening test after backing off the FM's limiting by something like 100 dB. I dialed to a competitor's wall-of-sound (heavily compressed) signal just as the store owner's daughter came into the listening room. She leaned out of the doorway and yelled, "Dad, the big Marantz has gone out!" Her ears were right, only the diagnosis was faulty. But she helped my client realize how clean his station was without all that processing. This is a rare case where less is indeed more.

Frequency response. Again, this problem may manifest itself when certain source machines are on the air or it may be a lingering condition. The latter is harder to notice, unless it is at an extreme. The former should be tracked down by checking with the engineer on duty to see which machine is on the air.

Stereo balance. A quick check before writing this paragraph showed as much as six dB difference between L. A. FM stations in individual channel balance settings. Better than it used to be, but still not good. Watch your VU meters.

Separation. More subjective than most problems, but you will often find several "stereo" stations with so little stereo that the right is a farce. Some rock stations will un-gang their compressor and/or limiter. Then both channels will always be at full level (loudier! louder!) because the audio processing is working like fury to make mono sound out of stereo program material.

Listen for the "floating soloist" syndrome: If a singer is accompanied by instruments mainly in one channel for a time, the quiet channel will open up and the singer will seem to drift to that side. When audio comes back in the quiet channel, the singer will jump back to stage center. This can be mildly nauseating if you're listening in good headphones. It's a sign of un-ganged processing somewhere along the line.

Modulation. Over or under-modulation still occurs with some degree of regularity, but our listening test is not designed to get much of a handle on any but an extreme case. Our VU meters are ganging at average, not peak, program levels. The station that has efficient multi-band limiting may have chopped off so many peaks that their average levels are hotter than anyone else. But listen — their audio distortion will almost always give them away.

Stereo-monophony compatibility. The bugaboos of FM may soon rear its nasty head in AM-land, too. Ninety-nine per cent of all compatibility problems center around the changing phase characteristics of stereo tape cartridges. So activate your mono switch as illustrated in the accompanying diagram and listen for the telltale high-frequency loss and swishing, particularly when stereo cassettes or tapes are on the air.

Fortunately, some new and deceptive simple solutions for this problem are on the scene. More on this in the upcoming fix section.

The complete phase reversal of one channel in a stereo station will have an immediate and dramatic effect when listening in mono. Because of this, reversed phasing is often noticed long before our formal listening test gets underway. But if Neil, Olivia or Carly disappear before your ears when the mono switch is on, better check it out....

Tape saturation. Here is a new form of distortion that greeted us when we began to base broadcasting on magnetic tape. A little history on this point is in order. In 1946, recordings were made by hanging a single microphone above a conductor's head. The cymbal player may have been 20 feet away.

At speeds below 15 ips, the crude magnetic tape tended to hiss like an overworked radiator. Since the high frequency content of the audio was much lower than mid or low frequencies, the tape engineers hit upon a great idea. At 7½ ips or slower, turn the highs up when recording, and down by a like amount in playback, thus turning down the hiss. So was born pre-emphasis.

1978 recording techniques have changed. A brilliant little dynamic mike is placed about two inches from the drummer's ride cymbal and led at God knows-what level into the final mix.

The recording engineer doesn't care: his tape machines are running at 15 or even 30 ips. The disc mastering engineer doesn't care, he has a more forgiving medium.

But now you try to dub Issac Hayes' "Theme From Shaft" to your 7½ ips cartridge. That great cymbal intro comes back like a tree full of blackbirds and you've discovered tape saturation. Your tape system just can't take that high frequency energy.

You'll hear it often in the listening room — sparking "s" sounds that turn into "f" sounds, muted trumpets that seem to be dragging chains behind them. Make a note: we'll deal with it later.

SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS HEARD BY THE GOLD-PLATED EAR

Nothing printed herein should be construed as a replacement for basic engineering knowledge and a well-worn instruction manual. But, just as any set of ears should hear the faults within our product, so any allotment of grey matter should contain some idea of the cures.

First, forget the magic phrase "proof of performance". Time-after-time, the classical "proof" required by FCC regulations can be run with Abe Lincoln honesty and time-after-time it will completely bypass major problems. It's not that the "proof" is no good, it's just that, like most regulations, it is hopelessly out of date.

The Proof Of Performance Test Doesn't Cut It

For starters, both AM and FM proofs still require that measurements be made starting with the input for the "main studio microphone". This will insure that Fibber McGee has adequate frequency response, distortion and signal-to-noise specs. But we don't originate Fibber any more. We originate from tapes and discs and cassettes and the "main microphone" is on the air maybe one per cent of the time.

Secondly, most of the equipment that causes audio problems on a daily basis
session — remember the short memory span of your ears. Cut some tape of each station and keep the reel for future reference.

Once you start comparing, you may find a better-sounding station than your previous "standard." Don’t worry about your change in allegiance. Your comparative listening is sharpening your newly-plated ears and that’s good. Now, compare everyone against your new benchmark.

PROBLEMS HEARD BY THE GOLDFPLATED EAR
Distortion. This is one of the sneakiest problems in modern radio for many reasons. Most stations have so many elements in their audio chain (our loudspeaker friends call them “generations of electronics”) and each one can generate or magnify existing distortion. Isolating its source can be a true lesson in frustration, because the result is most often harmonic distortion.

Listen at low levels for fuzzy highs. Listen to solo French horns or trombones — if you don’t usually program such music, you may want to arrange to have some played during your test. If you hear a “whisker” or buzzing, which rides along on top of the mellow horn’s notes, you’re hearing harmonic distortion in its most audible form.

Now listen at higher levels with the treble controls turned down. Are bass notes clean and pure, or do they fuzz up, break up and never quite make up? This is another good way to hear harmonic distortion.

Noise. It can take many forms and will always be more audible during soft passages or during pauses. At some stations, it may almost never be audible due to a total absence of both, so you may want to engineer some into your programming during the test.

The Entire Station Will Be Sucked Up Through The Console

Noise may take one of three forms: continuous hiss or hum, usually part of the basic audio chain; intermittent noise, usually traceable to one or more pieces of source equipment, and transient noise, often associated with starting and stopping source equipment. You may be amazed at the click-pop-humbugs which your operator or automation adds to your programming.

There are other sources of noise that will be right under your nose. Improperly-erased cassettes will spew bits of a previous commercial into a new one. Don’t overlook the control room air conditioner that sounds like a freight train. How about the mike stand, clamped to the console table, that thumps and bumps by transmitting foot noises up to the mike? Or the announcer, working his mike too closely, that thumps and bumps his way through every p, w, t, and b.

Compression/Limiting. There is one station in Los Angeles that uses enough peak limiting to render speech almost unintelligible. Yet I’m sure its salesmen are quick to point out the wholesale “reach” that their station’s signal enjoys. The relentless limiting is coupled with enough compression that, should there ever be a pause of more than two seconds, the entire station will be sucked up through the console, our microwave and radiated off the top of the tower.

Curiously enough, this is an FM station and all that audio squashing does nothing to increase the station’s signal strength. Nor will it yours, Mr. FMer. Three kilowatts is three kilowatts, whether you are airing absolute silence or the Rolling Stones. AM, while it is a different beast, is often over-compressed, too.

So listen for over-use of limiting and compression. Hearken to background noise swooping up before, during and after program elements that are overly compres-

“THE INTELLIGENT ONE”

CONTROL 16
more than just another automation system

The new Control 16 provides you with more operating information than any other microprocessor automation system.

How? Via 5 exclusive CRT displays you can call up at any time. They show on-air programming, compare time entries (72 at a time), program events (96 at a time), diagnostic logging, and a source assignment table.

Naturally, this advanced two-way communication between the operator and system has some remarkable results. Like more versatile programming. Simpler operation. Fewer mistakes. And much more.

For more information, send for our brochure or call John Burtle at 217/224-9600. You’ll be surprised at what Control 16 can do that the others can’t!
out the land may be that turgid meters are
easier to set and quicker to read — by the
engineer with a tin ear.

(Just checked with my favorite L.A. FM
station and they are banging away tonight.
If the music pauses, the turntable rumble
modules 100 per cent. The deepy took a
breath on his and his heartbeats hit full
level.)

First, eliminate fluctuating levels which
originate from your control room that your
compressor is making like a roller coaster
over. Then take it out. If you can’t do that,
turn down the input control so that it is in
full expansion most of the time.

And let your limiter rest completely, with
an occasional, tiny, bit of action. It can be
very happy acting like a safety valve, chopping just a little peak here... a little
peak there.

If you have a production studio compres-
sor or limiter, consider throwing it away
completely, especially if it, like many, is a
main-line cast-off. At best, use it on the
microphone only. That will be about the
only source of un-pre-compressed audio.
(Even most cassettes from the field have been pre-compressed to some degree by
the machine's automatic level control.)

Try to avoid any audio chain that puts
several compressors in series. Their
cumulative effect can be anywhere between
cinematic and disastrous.

And finally, don’t assume that any
processor will work correctly forever. Put it
through the cattle-dip regularly and, above
all, listen to it critically with your gold-plated
ears.

Frequency response. Here is another
area open to vast wastelands of abuse. Too
often, more highs are equated with better
highs. This thinking is now permeating TV
audio, too. Often, a little bit of accentua-
tion that activates the station's limiter by
itself. Listen to ENG news reports and you
will hear one fireman's "s" actuate limiters
causing sounds of the locality to disappear
and then reappear.

By contrast, listen to the Person To
Person shows now being re-run on PBS.
Even the remote audio is usually well-
balanced, and the participants sound like
real people and not Artie-Detoo. And
anyone can appreciate the tremendous
audio (on location, yet) that is the norm
during Masterpiece Theater.

Your basic chain must be flat. As flat as
possible. What you will need will vary
enough. Don’t make it worse by adding
more to something that is already bad in the
source material. At the transmitter, the
multi-band limiter is a dandy way to provide
a constant, gentle shaping of your response
to keep up for uncorrectable minor flaws in
your chain.

Back in your comparative listening
room, you’ll even hear sound differences from
different transmitters and even (on AM)
different directional arrays. Here, the
dynamic equalization of the multi-band
limiter can be of real help.

And I can’t leave the subject without
dancing to that old song, “Make AM Sound
Good On Bad Radios”. I’ve heard that tune
before and the “bad radios” usually turns
out to be one owned by the chairman of the
board.

Trouble is, the NAB has never issued
Specifications for Bad Radios. Is a bad radio
the beach portable with a two-inch
speaker? Or the bassy car set in a
dashboard cavity that booms away at 100
Hz? Think about this: No matter how
cheap the set is, the FM side of an AM-FM
always sounds best. So make your station
sound as much like FM as possible. It will
sound better on all radios.

There are two types of creative frequen-
cy response distortion that you may want
to consider, but only after your playing job
is complete and you trust your hearing to
detect slightly bad from slightly better.

1. Stations at the low end of the
AM dial spread out over more dial
space than those at the high end and
many radios, when tuned dead
center, receive very little sideband
information (which contains the
highs) from these stations. So if
you’re at 570, you may want to tip
the highs up a bit to compensate for
this.

2. In this country we operate from
the same source material as that
used for phonographs in homes.
Cheap phonographs in homes. While
we consider records to be cut with
correct sound, many are in fact cut
for minimum “defective product”
returns. “Defective product” often
means “my needle jumps out of the
groove”, and the solution is to cut the
low end. Barring special full-range
records for radio stations and
assuming a turntable almost entirely
free from rumble, you can effect a
tremendous improvement by replac-
ing some of the sub-bass missing on
discs.

I’m being very careful not to say
anything that translates as “Price says
boost the bass”. We’re not going to
boost anything, just replace what has
been subtracted. And it’s not bass,
but that critical range below bass that
contains all sorts of delicious
conclusion, fundamentals and
warmth.

It must be done with a very good
equalizer that can treat frequencies
below 60 – 80 Hz in octave (about 20
Hz) ranges. It must also be done with
a good set of speakers and ears. It
can almost never be done “live” —
this is an act to be consummated in the
production room.

Learn to “read” bass lines on a VU meter.
Watch for bass notes that occur during
pauses in the rest of the instrumentation.
You’ll find many discs that have no bass
higher than -10 VU compared to the rest of
the audio. Raise it to -5 VU — never higher
— working only with the range below 80 Hz

Author John Price has been in
broadcasting since 1954 and in some
phase of broadcast automation or
automation programming since
1966. He has traveled extensively,
consulting both live and automated
radio stations and installing or
upgrading automatic broadcast
systems and programming. Previ-
ously with Filmways Radio, Price is
now Regional Sales Manager for
Radio Arts, Inc., a Burbank, Califor-
nia-based format syndication firm.

In the accompanying photo, Price
monitors a typical FM stereo station
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must be switched out of the chain when a proof is made. Not only do we bypass all of our source machines, but compressors, limiters and other audio processing gear is bypassed.

So use a proof for that which it will proof: the basic audio chain of console(s), STL's, phone lines and transmitters). But go beyond that and check out all the other possible sources of bad sound.

Here are some tips.

Distortion. Today's crop of solid state equipment can be both a blessing and a burden when used to create clean sound. Never has distortion been so low — and never has it been so audible! Thus, a new unit with distortion specs that can't be measured will sometimes sound worse than its retiring tube predecessor.

So take a hard stance on new, solid state equipment. Make sure it contains circuits that are well-designed and try to get an A/B demonstration against your older unit, if possible.

Hint: Most of the continuous distortion heard on the air today comes from over limiting. As I mentioned earlier, limiting can only be accomplished by distorting the audio. The more tactfully that your limiter chops off peaks, the more of it you can do without bending ears. Money spent on a good limiter is an excellent investment. This means more than just a new one — a new, good one.

As with all problems, isolation is the better part of valor. Find the problem's source, then you know where to start troubleshooting. With distortion, you may find several sources. While harmonic distortion doesn't seem to add algebraically (or you'd never understand your network), it may take several repair jobs to get it all out of an audio system.

Noise. Again, isolate and conquer. An immediate improvement may be noticed if unused pots on the console are closed. One station, faced with cart machines featuring an in-built hiss, wired the remote start function for each to the program key on the appropriate console channel. Since the machines started with a pop, this killed two birds with one key. Throwing it to "program" started the machine, then connected audio a millisecond later, after the pop.

When possible, the click-pop-humbugs from starting buttons should be properly squelched with capacitors or diodes. The level at which audio is switched should also be investigated. Often, raising console pots and lowering the console master will instantly reduce pops, since the audio is hotter at the switching point.

Ground loops and long, unbalanced lines aside, most continuous noise in today's station consists of hiss. Hiss can become history if you:

• Check the bias waveform of a tape machine that makes hissy recordings. If it or the erase current does not show as a nice, smooth sine wave on a scope, that may be your culprit.
• Check high-frequency adjustments on preamps and tape record and play sections. Adjust to correct setting, and protect them from those who think that "hi fi means high highs.

• Reduce compression/limiting, especially in production studios and on network lines. An open compressor can ladle out lots of noise.

---

'Multi-band Limiting Acts As A Dynamic Equalizer'

Compression/Limiting. Maybe it was Mike Dorrough who first quoted the "dial full of sounds trying to get out" line, but it applies over and over again when compression/limiting becomes the point of a critical listening test.

Today's AM demands a narrow dynamic range, it is true. When Frank Sinatra was on "Your Hit Parade", every note he sang may not have modulated a full 125 per cent positive. But noise levels from man-made sources were lower, and the horsepower race had not yet started.

For reasons stated earlier, today's rock music, especially disco discs, are best processed with a multi-band limiter, which looks at bass, mid-range and high separately. Even rock FM can benefit immensely from this technique, though the limiter should not work nearly as hard.

Where hard limiting is desired, the separate actions of each section tend to mask each other. And the bass notes won't punch holes in the rest of the orchestra. Multi-band limiting also acts as a dynamic equalizer: air a muddy tape and the high section will open up, follow with a squawky agency spot and the mid-range section will pull down the presence hump.

I have worked miracles with the Dorrough DAP units and am getting nothing for this plug. Correctly used (and that means no adjustments without Mike Dorrough on the phone), it can turn a kilowatt into a 5 kw, and make a Class IV reach the manager's house at night.

Asymmetrical AM limiting always upsets the music mix to some degree, since normally asymmetrical instruments (or voices) get attacked differently than symmetrical ones. But if you have 500 watts at 1580, you will probably want that extra dB or two that 125 per cent positive modulation will give you. Assuming that your transmitter will stand for it (and some absolutely will not), do it, but don't make me listen to it.

On FM, all this does not apply. Amplitude modulation means the better the amplitude is modulated, the better they'll hear you over the static in Dismal Seepage. The best reason for the AM style compression/limiting that is heard on FM through-

---

Tune In Performance For Your Scully Studio Recorders.
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Perhaps the best term to describe the arrangement is “an occasional network”. The first offering was a six-hour serialization of Taylor Caldwell’s best seller, “Testimony of Two Men”, and though novels for television are not unusual these days, this particular mini-series was unique.

“This marked the first time,” said Al Masini of TeleRep, Inc., “such top quality programming produced for national viewing was undertaken not by a network, not by an advertiser, not by a syndicator, but by the participating stations themselves. It was the first time stations affiliated with all three networks, as well as independents, joined in a cooperative venture; and it was the first time stations had programming comparable to the best of the network prime time [over $325,000 per hour] for local use.”

The programming arrangement is now best known as Operation Prime Time and since “Testimony of Two Men” was first telecast in May 1977, its member stations have commissioned three more novels for this year. The success of the concept is reflected in the Nielsen ratings where “Testimony of Two Men” garnered a 16 national rating. This year’s first OPT venture, “The Bastard”, also broadcast during the May sweeps, pulled a 23 rating nationally and beat its network competition in the three major markets.

Need For Prime Time Shows
The idea for OPT began to form in early 1976, when Masini, who is the president of TeleRep, was asked to address the Independent Television Association on how to improve their programming.

“I have represented independents for 27 years and there’s no question that independents have grown,” he said. “They’ve done a good job in all the fringe areas and it’s not uncommon to see independents get 25 to 30 shares in the area of 4 to 8 p.m. and in weekends. But when you get into prime time, it’s very hard to get more than a 10 share. In fact, if you get a 10 share, you’re doing very well. My conclusion was that the real thrust should be made in prime time, and the reason they haven’t done well in prime time is that they’re up against the networks with their first-run, youth-oriented programming.”

The independent’s programming in prime time has consisted mostly of movies, off-network syndicated shows, and a few barter and first-run syndicated programs.

“The main problem,” noted Masini commenting on off-network syndicated shows, “is only the successful shows [three to five a season] ever get into syndication, and they must offset all the losses that the producer suffers on shows that never get into syndication [as well as costs of the hit show not covered by network fees]. Furthermore, the networks are running the prime time half-hours [as strips] in the daytime and late night after their prime time run.”

This lessens the value of off-network shows to the independent station and yet prices for the syndication of hit shows continues to rise. “Laverne and Shirley” recently was sold to KTLA, in Los Angeles, for $61,250 an episode, breaking its own previous record of $52,000 per show to WPXI, in New York.

Barter programs — such as “In Search Of . . .” and “Wild Kingdom”, and first-run syndicated shows, such as Norman Lear’s “Forever Fernwood” and “America 2 Night” — are becoming more prevalent, but high-budget offerings have been rare because one syndicator or advertiser must underwrite the entire show. “America 2 Night”, in fact, is being cancelled because income from the scripted talk show is not enough to cover production costs.

Because of these and other shortcomings with programming available to independents, Masini felt another source of programming had to be found. Richard Frank, then head of Los
and listen to the sound that results.

I was amazed to find recently that many final-mix masters, headed for the disc cutting room, have no test tones below 100 Hz. Since all fundamentals of a bass viol's music occur below 96 Hz, you have just given some bass players their jobs back.

As long as you're up in creative equalization, check the record-play response of your cartridge recorder. You will often find a hump in the 100 Hz range. It's caused by contour effect of the head and it's right in the middle of the "boom" range that muddies music and lowers

sections of your stereo processing equipment in place.

Stereo-mono compatibility. Most of the lack of it comes from carts and there have been more solutions to this problem than there are people. Mounting the soap box again, I must express the opinion that a lack of tools, rather than design deficiency or lack of knowledge, is responsible. The broadcast engineer has not had the means to prevent the problem.

Fortunately, there is now a source of unique test cartridges that can cure, once and for all, the stereo mono cart problem...with any machine and any cartridges, too. It's offered by Same Time — Same Station Enterprises, at Box 2803, Pasadena, California, 91105. I've used them and they work. They could also save you thousands of dollars by rendering "Old Nellie" as reliable as a new machine.

As a side benefit, test carts are included in the kit that makes your cue-tone system 100 percent reliable, too. No more carts coasting through Paul Harvey.

Tape saturation. I would welcome ideas. Lowering the overall gain when mixing is not really acceptable — most cart tape has enough hiss that you don't want to voluntarily increase it by the 3 to 5 dB necessary. I suppose an FM-type limiter that attacks highs separately could be the answer, if judiciously used. That the problem exists can be quickly seen if your cart recorder has a "peak record" position for the meter. Dub at normal levels with the meter in this position and you will see it in the red much of the time.

Armed with the list of faults from your listening session, you may feel a sense of depression. Don't feel like the Lone Ranger. Start with the problems heard most often. A wowing turntable used every other record should receive first aid before the hum on the phone line for the hog markets report that is aired for three minutes twice daily.

I once ran a proof from a test record through the transmitter of a major market AMer and found that it could boast "flat" (plus or minus 3 dB) response from 100 to 4,000 Hz, with nine percent distortion and a signal-to-noise of 32 dB. In short, the sound was approximately equal to that from a tinfoil cylinder. The looks on the faces of the staff members as they arrived for work the next morning, having heard the new sound of music from the station in their car radios, made the long night almost worth it.

So pick, pare, tweak and troubleshoot. Then, return to those thrilling days at the listening room. Bring your reel of samples from the previous session. Hopefully, you'll find your station blossoming before your very dial. You may also find your competitors slipping down the slimy slope — maybe they didn't read this piece.

Keep working on your weak points and make your own kind of music the best-sounding in your market. Like chicken soup, it can't hurt.

The NAB Never

Issued 'Specifications

For Bad Radios'

speech intelligibility. You may want to operate with a permanent 2 to 4 dB dip at 100 Hz. Here, your main benefit will be better sounding spots — not a bad goal to aim for.

Again, this is a job for a perfectionist with the proper equipment. Better to leave it alone than entrust it to anyone whose ears are less than 24-karat.

Stereo balance. Fortunately this is an easily-measured ailment. Once set correctly, it tends to drift very little.

Of equal importance is the gremlin caused when mono material is fed at full level in both channels, then mixed or heard as mono. The technical term is "center-channel build-up", and it causes announcers and mono spots to leap at you from your radio. Even in stereo, the centered source will bombard compared to stereo material.

So why do we persist in centering "mono" material? Tradition...maybe laziness. Try placing your deeps 5 dB to one side of center, and your newsmen 5 dB to the other side. A stereo listener will detect a slight directionality, a mono listener will not miss the Bigmouth Syndrome.

Just make sure that when one channel peaks 0 VU, the other is peaking -5 VU. You'll be surprised how many stereo shops put you on display because of this natural use of the medium.

Separation. With records as source material, it's none too good to start with. Don't help it get worse. Check the crosstalk of your entire chain while activating all possible patching, switching and routing combinations that are used on the air or in the studio. Just one leak across the channels can destroy all that you have to make you sound spacious.

And keep ganging cables between

Sound Off?

When your recorder or reproducer sounds off, the problem could be due to the tape steering up or down because of faulty alignment. Eliminate this problem with the all new VIF Capstan Idler Assembly.

Precision designed by Walter White, the VIF 1005 has a unique self-aligning feature which enables it to remain exactly parallel to the capstan at all times, thereby completely eliminating alignment problems regardless of capstan diameter.

Price: $30.00 each.

Professional sound equipment for the professionals in sound.

VIF INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View, CA 94042
(408) 739-9740

Fame Game
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or Denny Martin
(216) 771-1720

Music Masters, Inc.
1730 East 24th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 771-1720
How to get TV station quality even if you're not a TV station.
Operation Prime Time’s
Success In Ratings
Spurs Plans For
More Programming

by Steve Barnett

Angeles independent KCOP, and now president of Paramount
Television Distribution, was also looking for alternatives to the
existing program market.

"Basically, there was a feeling on the part of myself and a
number of other stations that first-run programming, if it were
produced with the scope and quality of a network show and
programmed against the network, would do pretty well," explained
Frank. "We weren’t sure, of course, but we had seen various
movie specials and sports specials do well when we put them on in
prime time, so we started talking about it and got involved with Al
Masini, who reped our station at the time."

In February 1976, Masini discussed the situation with Shelly
Cooper of WGN, in Chicago. Both were on a flight home from the
National Association of Television Program Executives
convention in San Francisco. They agreed that somebody had to do
something and that “somebody was us”.

“We started brainstorming,” recalled Masini, “on what we would
do if we had the option to do something. We decided that you can’t
put on 52-weeks of programming. What you really have to do is
experiment and put on something on a special basis to prove you
could get the ratings, something of impact that is also highly
promotable.

“We went through the various forms and came upon the novel
for television. They were well-known and certainly highly
promotable and we said, ‘Maybe that’s the most meaningful thing
we can do.’”

When Masini returned to New York where TeleRep is based, he
called on Lou Friedland, president of MCA Television at the time.
The two men discussed the different options available and, in
particular, the novel for television. Universal Studios, which is
owned by MCA, was then producing “Rich Man, Poor Man” for
ABC.

“Subsequently, we decided to put together a meeting that March
in Chicago at the National Association of Broadcasters
convention,” said Frank. “There we talked about it a little more
formally.”

Steering Group Formed

A steering committee was established at the NAB meeting and
consisted of Leavitt Pope, president of WPIX in New York; Shelly
Cooper, vice president and general manager of WGN; Richard
Frank of KCOP, who was later replaced by his station manager,
Evan Thompson; Bill Schwartz, vice president and general
manager of KTVU in San Francisco; Crawford Rice, vice president
and general manager of KSTW in Seattle/Tacoma; and Masini.
Rice was also a representative of Gaylord Broadcasting, which had
a number of other independents. Later, Rice would move to
Gaylord’s Tampa station, WTSP, which did not participate in
OPT. He remained on the committee, however. Also, Dan Chapin,
vice president and director of sales for Taft Broadcasting, was
soon added to the steering committee.

“Consequently, when the steering committee would get
together, we were looking at a pretty big block of stations that
represented maybe 40 percent of our money,” said Masini. “When
we voted on something, it wasn’t just a theoretical vote. It was
actually a pretty good base from which to go.”

“The committee started discussing how we could improve
independent stations’ programming in prime time,” added
Thompson. “We analyzed what independent efforts had been
made toward first-run programming in prime time and found
basically only two kinds had been broadcast — either talk shows,
like Merv Griffin, or certain game shows.”
He continued, "We calculated what it cost to produce these shows, and found it came in at maybe $25,000 to $45,000 per hour. That was compared to the network prime time shows, which cost upwards of $350,000 to produce. We realized that those kinds of independent programs could not compete with network programs because of the vast difference in production budgets, so it was decided that we would put together a special program that would cost well in excess of what the networks spend in an effort to alter the public's prime time viewing habits."

Financial considerations also pointed the steering committee toward the choice of a serialized novel. Independents served only 56 per cent of the audience network affiliates reach.

"Therefore, if you were to design something for independents [only], your potential to amortize the cost would be half of what the network would have," said Masini. "The conclusion we had to design programming that would be used not only by the independents, but by all the stations, the affiliates as well."

"So the idea came up for a mini-series," said Frank. "It was something that the independents could run in a two-hour block over successive weeks and something that would be repeatable. We also knew it would fit the lineups of affiliated stations, because they could preempt the prime time movie, or use it in different ways, such as an hour form. So we went about that."

Bargaining With Studios

The steering committee decided to negotiate directly with major studios in Southern California. Discussions took place in May 1976, and MCA/Universal, which had been communicating with the steering committee for several months, was the final studio with which the group spoke. The steering committee spent a day talking with Sid Weinberg, president of MCA, Inc., Frank Price, who was head of Universal Television at the time, and Friedland.

"I would say that the basic problem at first was cost," observed Don Menchel, current president of MCA Television. "It wasn't that anyone connected with the project didn't see the potential payoff down the road. We were just talking numbers that were much higher than they were used to paying."

"Remember that even though these programs were of network budget, we had no primary network market going for us to recoup this money from which we would then go into syndication to hopefully get back the rest [not covered by the network sale]," he added. "We just had this traditionally secondary market, so syndication became our primary market and that source had to step up and pay more than they were accustomed to paying."

MCA/Universal offered to produce novels for television if the independents could raise a $400,000 an hour budget. This figure later went up to $440,000 per hour.

"Testimony of Two Men" eventually came in for $575,000 an hour and MCA essentially absorbing the $135,000 not paid by the stations. For this the studio retained all foreign distribution rights. The stations, for their money, were given rights for six showings of the mini-series over a four-year period.

"We signed an agreement," explained Masini, "that if we came up with the money, then they would present books to us, and we would commission them to do one of the books. So, we went out and got the stations."

Stations Finance OPT

Masini, Schwartz, and Frank of the steering committee called stations around the country to raise money.

"It was easier for us to do than for MCA, quite honestly," noted Frank. "Although MCA was out there and talking to people, the stations are used to working with MCA as a seller. And on a new concept, every buyer looks at somebody coming in a little askance."

He continued, "When I called a station, I was saying, 'Here's a good idea and, by the way, I'm putting in so much money.' It wasn't really a selling situation. It was one broadcaster talking to another. Between us, we knew just about everybody in the country, so we split up the country and started calling. The concept was to go to the independent [in the market] first and see if they wanted it. Then we went to the affiliates."

"We sold the stations on the fact that every business in the world spends a certain amount on research and development — and television should not be any different," said Masini. "Even if we don't make a lot of money on this project, we should be developing new ways to get programs. And I must say the response was overwhelming." KPLR in St. Louis was one of the first stations to make a commitment.

"We bought it," recalled general manager Harold Potter, "because it was somewhat of an experiment, frankly. Independents, up until this particular point, have been satisfied with lower numbers in prime time and this hypothesis was a fascinating one. If you spend the same amount of money as a network, can you get the same ratings and the same revenue?"

Network Affiliates Participate

"I've felt for a long time there's a need for good, solid programming in the summer," says Ralph Gabbard, general manager of WKYT. The station is the CBS affiliate in Lexington, Kentucky.

"In our market," he continued, "the HUT levels do not drop significantly and we feel a need for fresh programming. Our rep made us aware that this concept was being put together. We checked into it and signed up immediately."

KIVI is the ABC affiliate in Boise, Idaho.
Introducing the Panasonic AK-920.
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Panasonic, just slightly ahead of our time.
and John Tischendorf is its program director.

"It was offered to us for May and notoriously our programming tends to be re-runish," he said. "That's why we jumped on the bandwagon.

The affiliates not only had to weigh the financial commitment required by Operation Prime Time, but they had to consider their network obligations as well. OPT would mean preemptions of prime time network programming.

"I didn't have any reservations because of that," said James Yager, vice president and general manager of WDSU-TV, in New Orleans. His station is an NBC affiliate. "I think as a licensee first, I'm obligated to provide to the public as diverse a program schedule as I possibly can and this looked like it was going to be good, fresh product.

"We think it helped the overall schedule," he added. "OPT gave us a promotion focal point in a month that had an awful lot of reruns in it and so I think it helped the network in that way."

"This is a delicate area," said Don Mercer, ABC's vice president of affiliate relations. "They certainly have the right to carry or not carry any program, whether it's from us or OPT. We try to persuade them that the program that they'd be preempting deserves more consideration.

"And, after all, we are a full program service for our affiliates," he noted. "We take care of their needs in many areas that Operation Prime Time cannot possibly cover — with international news, sports and other things that they really cannot get from other sources."

He continued, "We say that they should be weighing their relationship with us in those terms and not just on a program-for-program basis. That's generally the message we have when we talk to them and it's all very friendly. We understand that there are some more competitive elements coming into the business, and there probably will be even more as time goes on."

ABC affiliates had much to consider, as that network's programming is currently number one in the Nielsen ratings. But reruns in the summer months also influenced their decisions.

"Being a new station, we appreciate all that ABC has done for us," said KIVI's Tischendorf. "But my next consideration, being a young station, is to try to find the best and quickest way to make some money and get this company more solidly on its feet."

There were 95 stations participating — 22 independent and 73 affiliates. The committee took these commitments back to MCA.

"Now Operation Prime Time is not a legal entity or a business organization," said Masini. "It's a group of people working through a steering committee. We took the commitments to the studio and they knew that they would have the money coming in. They, in turn, put up the money to produce it."

"They let us pay off the financing over two years, so we had 24 equal installments starting in January of that particular year [1977], even though the program didn't come until May," he added. "We originally had raised enough money to do 12 hours of programming, but we decided we were only going to do one project to begin with, so we ended up doing six."

Market Size Determines Share

The money the individual stations contributed to OPT was based originally on their total coverage of the U. S. television market.

"We modified that amount by what the syndication value is for that particular market," said Masini. "For instance, New York, with six stations, is a grinding situation. There are more stations than there is product. L. A. is the same way, so they pay a disproportionate share.

"New York happens to represent about 8.6 percent of the country, but they represent over 10 percent of the dollars. Because New York happens to be in need of programming, they paid something closer to 10% to 11 percent."

With money committed toward the project, Universal began submitting projects to the steering committee, which would make the choice.

"The Operation Prime Time steering committee doesn't make any money as a committee," said Thompson. "No one charges anything. Each of the stations that carry the show makes money from advertising revenues derived from the show and TeleRep makes money from the commissions received for selling advertising time on behalf of its stations."

Taylor Caldwell's "Testimony of Two Men" was chosen as the first project. Most of the creative aspects of the production were handled by Universal.

"I think the steering committee was very astute in that regard," said Menchel. "The studio has been doing this for years and we are the primary producers of novels for television in the business. They [the committee] did make various suggestions along the line that were most welcome as they are showmen and businessmen themselves."

"After the selection of the novel," said Thompson, "we reviewed scripts. In the case of "Testimony of Two Men", I don't think we made any changes. In the others, some difficulties had to be ironed out. In casting, they would say, 'Would you rather have X, Y, or Z, or is this name more promotable to you?' and we talked. But we prefer to let MCA, which is more experienced in this than we are, initiate the various casting and other ideas."

Thompson continued, "We retain veto power, but we've been very fortunate with MCA, in that we haven't had any real disagreements. I imagine if we did, the whole committee would get involved, but they've been very good with us."

Because he was in Los Angeles at KCOP, Frank supervised the production of "Testimony of Two Men" for the steering committee. Evan Thompson would perform the same function on later OPT programs.

"Once the show is in production," said Thompson, "I visit the set from time-to-time and also screen the dailies almost every day to make sure that the show is flowing along the way we want it. When the production is completed and the rough cut is available, I take a look at it to make sure the show is everything we want it to be, both in an entertainment point of view and from a broadcast standards point of view."

"Testimony of Two Men" was scheduled to be broadcast in the first week of May 1977, and the individual stations would choose exactly which nights of that week the series would air.

"We had a common start week," said Masini, "rather than a same day and time. We also asked the independents to run it twice to try to enlarge their numbers, so they would have a first run and a repeat in the same week."

"That was talked about from the very beginning," added Frank. "Independents for years have been running programming twice a week, knowing that there's an unduplicated audience out there. Everybody can't watch at a given time. We felt that two runs on an independent would give a similar rating to one run on an affiliate in a small market."

Independents Air Testimony Twice

This double showing was part of the sales package that the independents used in their presentations to advertisers, a sort of two-for-one sale with the buy being based on the sum of the rating of the two telecasts.

"These affiliates," noted Masini, "basically ran it once."

"Testimony of Two Men" starred David Birney, Steve Forest, and Barbara Parkins, with a supporting cast that included Tom Bosley, Don Dailey, Ray Milland, Margaret O'Brien and William Shatner. The well-known actors with the network production values combined to help sales on the project.

"It was probably one of the easiest sells we ever had," remarked Frank. "The advertisers were there and supported it and all the prices were record prices. It ended up being a money making proposition for the station."

"It was a very successful sale for us," added Bill Thrash, of KTVY in Oklahoma City. "We were very satisfied."

Network Affiliates

Carrying OPT Is 'A Delicate Area'
HEAR FROM US BEFORE YOU HEAR FROM THEM.

Today's broadcasting equipment and standards let you transmit things you never could before.
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costs and whether it was because of that or not, they passed on it. I immediately picked it up. I heard they were going to do John Jakes’ book and I knew for a fact that practically every woman in Atlanta had read one of those seven books. After that, there was no question.

Most of the original stations were more than glad to sign up again.

“We picked it up due to the success of ‘Testimony of Two Men,’ both locally and nationally,” said Charlie Edwards, vice president and general manager of independent KSTW in Seattle. “The combined ratings of ‘Testimony of Two Men’ beat 26 of the network television programs in this market in the Nielsens for May 1977, so we felt justified in going ahead with phase two.”

“‘Testimony of Two Men’ did well for us,” said Tischendorf, “and when they came up with the new package, it looked good to us as well. With the exception of the first title, we didn’t have any reservations at all.”

KIVI was one of about ten stations that asked for a title other than “The Bastard.”

“There is some heavy religious influence in this area,” explained Tischendorf, “and rather than get into the battle, I avoided the battle and the pressure I would have received from the majority in this area.”

“That was the option they had,” said Hal Krantin, vice president of publicity and promotion for MCA. “They changed the title to ‘The Kent Family Chronicles’ and they were given their main titles carrying that.”

Another change this year involved prints of the shows given to the stations. “‘Testimony of Two Men’ was originally distributed to the stations on 16 mm film.

“Three stations decided that they wouldn’t accept the thing on 16 mm prints,” said Proctor of KPLR, “and they insisted on getting 35 mm transfers to two-inch video tape. It was done on a very quiet basis on the first show. We were one of the three. WPXK and KCOP were the other two.”

He added, “This time, MCA cooperated and made two-inch tapes from 35 mm masters so that the stuff would look network quality physically. Technically it made a big difference.”

**OPT Emphasizes Promotion**

Promotion of “The Bastard” and this year’s OPT fare went on at several levels. Bill Schwartz of KTVU handled the publicity for the committee and Hal Krantin at MCA coordinated with the group on both national publicity and promotional materials for the local stations.

“During the whole Operation Prime Time experience,” said Menchel, “MCA has retained full time publicists at our expense to coordinate this entire activity with the consumer press. Our goal was to deliver a product that would get proportionately higher ratings and higher acclaim than these stations were used to getting normally.”

“Our advertising, promotion and publicity effort has to be larger than might otherwise be the case for a syndicated show,” noted Krantin. “We were in constant touch with the independents and the affiliates to find out what their individual needs are, and lately we have formed a promotion manager committee which feeds our input. We’ve also been able to get unusual amounts of publicity starting several months ahead of when the shows have aired — this from national syndicators, columnists, AP, UPI, etc.”

“MCA was very much involved in getting national publicity, such as through TV Guide magazine,” said Thompson. “Stars were put on the various talk shows and made available for telephone interviews and so on. But the actual promotion of the specific telecasting of a show was left to each individual station.”

“Independent station people are conditioned to be aggressive in their attempt to gain ratings,” noted Krantin. “So locally, you’ll find the promotion and publicity people very aggressive in terms of seeking recognition, particularly when they have a show of this caliber.”

“We went all out, pulled all stops,” said Bill Thrash, program manager of KTVU. “My feeling is that you’re not going to commit to a very strong promotional campaign with Operation Prime Time, you shouldn’t get into it. We had very heavy radio, newspaper and on-the-air promotion, and the materials provided by MCA were very helpful and right on.”

“Universal provided the tools for promotion,” said Masin. “We designed with the studio a five-minute promotion for the air, a minute commercial, a 30-second commercial and a 10-second commercial, as well as actual slide kits that could be sent to the stations.”

“They did a very good job,” noted Arthur Dorfner, of WWHO in Toledo. “They provided clips, mats and things of that sort that our own art department utilized. It was a professional job.”

“We did a very heavy campaign on ‘The Bastard,’” said KPLR’s Proctor. “We try to dominate print and the listing magazines. We bought one and two pages per episode in those books.”

Proctor noted, “MCA helped, but we’re finding that there’s far more in tune with the station’s needs on ‘Evening In Byzantium’. They are more aware of what deadlines stations have. If you get a color glossy for a TV book two weeks before it’s printed and the deadline is four weeks before it’s printed, the glossy doesn’t do you much good.”

TV supplements also provided free publicity in the form of stories and covers on “The Bastard.”

“At KTVU, Jennifer Morgan, their publicity manager, was able to get for ‘The Bastard’ somewhere in the area of 12 covers of TV supplements utilizing photos we supplied,” said Krantin. “Also, ‘The Bastard’ had going for it a concurrent promotion with the book publisher, Harcourt/Brace. We supplied them with color photos they used on their posters and they had reader ads in their copies of ‘The Lawless’, which is the latest John Jakes book.

“And, of course, ‘The Bastard’ came back on the best selling list during and after production. It really affected the sale of all the John Jakes books.”

Stations in OPT found selling time on “The Bastard” generally easier. The show had another all-star cast which included Buddy Ebsen, Lorne Greene, Olivia Hussey, Harry Morgan, Patricia Neal and Keenan Wynn. Andrew Stevens starred as Philip Kent. The production values were higher and, most importantly, the stations had the success of “Testimony of Two Men” to point to as proof the concept.
“Also, you have a lot more time to sell than you get in network programming,” said WKYT's Gabbard. “I think that was an important factor for local stations. You're able to sell more than twice as many spots.”

“Testimony of Two Men” did sell out. But in a number of markets, moving the time was a little more difficult. A break in the ice came when Masini sold time on “Testimony” on a network basis. This type of transaction had been discussed early on as a way to prove the value of OPT.

OPT ‘Network’ Spots

“I sold two minutes,” said Masini, “one to General Foods, and one to Bristol Myers. So we proved that we could sell time on a local, national spot and network basis.”

Chevrolet was one of the national advertisers to place spots in “Testimony of Two Men.” Kay Ostrander is a vice president of Campbell-Ewald Advertising and the head buyer for Chevrolet on the West Coast.

“We’re a little more innovative than some agencies around town who wouldn’t bother to look at it,” she said. “I buy for Chevrolet primarily specials, mini-series and sports, and stay out of regular network programming. Men are disappearing faster and faster from all the bland network shows and all the cutesy things. I’d rather have something a little more gutsy, not violent, but gutsy in the way of dialogue and material.”

Ostrander added, “We bought ‘Testimony’ in all the markets, I think, except Los Angeles. They made us a good deal on a two spot buy, the two showing run, and almost all the stations guaranteed ratings. There was no way to lose. A mini-series on an independent is still about half the price of any of the network shows, so they’re always a good value.”

Paramount Tries Concept

Shortly before “Testimony” aired — the committee, in the person of Frank — began making initial contacts with other studios to see what they had to offer OPT.

“We were looking to expand our production sources,” explained Frank. “Universal had done that one and then we were looking at who else would produce for the group. I was really a liaison for the group, because I was the member in Hollywood. I came over to talk to Michael Eisner about Paramount doing the next production for us. He ended up saying that he wanted to do it full time and he hired me to head Paramount Television Services. In a three-hour block on Saturday night, Frank's unit planned to program new one-hour "Star Trek" episodes and a two-hour television movie. Paramount would retain 42 thirty-second spots in the three hours, the rest going to the local stations.

“Requiring clearance of a three-hour block [every week] eliminated the interest of many present network affiliates,” observed Masini. “Their main thrust was more with the independents.”

“We ended up clearing 58 stations, covering about 63 percent of the country,” said Frank.

That kind of coverage, however, was not enough to interest the advertisers necessary to support the project and it has been shelved for now.

“We wanted the advertiser to say, ‘The network cost per thousand is going so high, that I'll invest a little bit here, because in the long run, it will reduce my cost because there will be more competitors in the market place,’” said Frank. “A lot of them just weren’t that far sighted, so we decided to do a feature on "Star Trek" and we sold a number of the movies we had prepared to the networks.

“We’re still keeping our eye open to that area, and we might enter back into it if we see the network economy changing. But as of now, we don’t have any definite plans.”

When Frank left KCOP, station manager Evan Thompson took over as vice president and general manager of the outlet.

“Testimony” scored impressively nationwide. Aside from its 16 national rating, it pulled a 25 in Pittsburgh; 24 in Los Angeles and New Orleans; 21 in Nashville; and 20 in Dayton, Columbus, San Antonio and San Francisco.

“What makes the performance all the more impressive,” noted Mason, “is the fact it was achieved despite competition from a record-breaking number of highly promoted network prime time specials.”

MCA/Universal Selected Again

The results of the telecast of “Testimony” proved to the members of the steering committee that more first run mini-series would not only be possible, but highly profitable. After shopping at other studios, the group once again settled on MCA for its 1978 offering. This time, it would produce three novels for television — each four hours in length.

MCA presented the steering committee with a number of possible best-selling books to serialize for television. The committee chose John Jakes’ "The Bastard," the first of his Bi-centennial series; Irving Shaw’s "Evening in Byzantium"; and Howard Fast’s "The Immigrants."

“We were very much impressed with these novels and two of the three had what we considered a significant advantage,” said Thompson. “In the case of "The Bastard," there are six more novels that follow in the series, all of them best-sellers. In the case of "The Immigrants," Howard Fast has written a sequel, which will be published this fall, called "Second Generation." He also has in development a third novel as a sequel to "The Immigrants." So what we saw in those two novels was not only a good story to begin with, but the potential for future projects as well.”

Production Budget Rises

The committee went back to the original stations involved with this year’s proposal. The stations, this time, would have to put up $600,000 per hour of programming. MCA would again cover the balance of the product costs in exchange for the foreign distribution rights.

Total production costs for the 1978 OPT offerings have hit about $900,000 per hour.

“Also we hoped we would be able to make a prior sale to cable, but pay cable usually requires a pre-release time, about six months, and we just couldn’t get the production going fast enough to have it ready six months prior to broadcast date,” said Menchel. “We were getting it ready and several short weeks thereafter, it was slated to go on.”

Several stations that had carried “Testimony" declined to participate again this year, but in most of those markets, other stations quickly picked up the 1978 series.

“We were very close to it originally,” says A. R. Van Cantfort, the program director of WSB, in Atlanta, an NBC affiliate. “Al Masini, of TeleRep, is our rep, but the interesting thing is I passed on it the first year. My competition, WAGA, did take it and they met with medium success.”

He continued, “Then they came back with the three for this year and WAGA had first refusal. The rights fee was increased this year because of increased production

Andrew Stevens and Olivia Hussey renew old flames of passion in the $2.5 million production of "The Bastard." The four-hour mini-series was based on a best-selling book by John Jakes.

Paramount Shelves

Plans For OPT-Style Programming Venture

Paramount
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Ascertainment Efforts Can Be Springboard For Lively Programs

Who Says Public Affairs Shows Have To Be Dull?

by Bob Vainowski

To date, the strategies employed in meeting ascertainment requirements have varied from religious observance to marginal compliance. Some managements have accepted the challenge and placed the issues directly before the audience in prime or drive time. Others have opted for scheduling dreary discussions in the wee hours of the morning. Scheduling public service spots in those time slots or relying on news departments to cover the issues is yet another response. The latter uneven, perhaps even insincere, methodology could lead to even more punitive requirements, rather than the sought-after relief.

One stumbling block to the whole process is all too obvious. Stations must contact community leaders to determine what they perceive to be community problems, needs or interests, but yet in the next breath, there's a qualification that answers are not being sought for the purpose of determining how to program the station. The paradox is distressing and many broadcasters find other reasons to be unhappy with ascertainment and requirements for public affairs programming.

It is recognized that music formats dominate radio in America. Each have their own special "sound" and few programmers or managers want to disturb that established pattern. Thus, the prospect of having to program to an ascertained community problem makes many shudder, some curse and others vow that whatever program is offered will be scheduled at an hour when it can do the least damage.

That view is a shortsighted strategy. In this era of ever more active concern about inflation, taxes, education, jobs, housing, transportation and crime — denying exposure to these issues may be to deny your audience what they want: information about and answers to problems that affect them.

Now before broadcasters dismiss that idea, they should stop and think. Are you limiting yourself in considering ways to present that information? This is a common problem.

Brief, Crisp Presentation Needed

Too often, broadcasters consider public affairs programming to be a nuisance which alienates the audience. That's probably true only because there is a lack of imagination and creativity in most public affairs programs. Another assumption is that public affairs programs must be lengthy. There is no rule that specifies that the only way to explore issues is through marathons of the mouth. The programming of a typical radio station demonstrates this. Broadcasters rely on brief bursts of entertainment or information in the form of music and commercials. The spots sell products through creative concise presentations presented on a continuing basis.

Why can't a station do the same for public affairs programming and be effective?

The simple answer goes against traditional ideas about audience reactions to such material. The simple answer is that creativity, combined with being concise and presentation on a continuing basis, can "sell" the audience without driving it elsewhere. Doing so requires an investment...
would work. "The marketplace accepted the thing very, very well, especially on 'The Bastard', because 'Testimony' proved to the advertising community that the production level could be as high as a top-flight network show," said Procter.

"It was a lot easier [after 'Testimony']," added Thompson. "Although, I must say that we really did get awfully good advertiser support originally. Both projects sold out a month to six weeks before the telecasting of the shows."

"The first go-round was a little difficult," said WDSU's Yager. "But in the second go-round on 'The Bastard' and on 'Evening In Byzantium', we've had no trouble at all. As a matter of fact, we've had good demand for it."

The response was so good, in fact, that the stations decided not to sell any spots on a network basis and retained all the time for local and national spot sales.

In Boise, however, harsh critical reviews from Los Angeles hurt national spot sales. "Prior to running it," said KIVI's Tichendorf, "we didn't have much participation from clients. We had some good sponsor representation in the program, but there were some people who had previously indicated some interest and then changed their minds."

Consequently, he said, KIVI had to sell it for less money than it had planned. Since the ratings have come in, however, Tischendorf is looking at sell-out situations for "Evening In Byzantium" and "The Immigrants".

Ratings Remain Strong

Critics in the major markets and in the trade have turned in less than favorable reviews on "The Bastard" and on "Evening In Byzantium", but press in smaller markets has been more enthusiastic. Ratings, however, is one area where OPT is having few problems.

Aside from a 23 national rating, "The Bastard" scored a 30 rating and a 28 share in Albany, a 26 rating and a 42 share in Amarillo, a 24 rating and a 44 share in Cincinnati, a 27 come rating in New York and a 31 come rating in Los Angeles. It delivered two or more times the prime time average on 24 out of 25 independent stations and equalled or surpassed the prime time average on 85 per cent of the affiliated carriers.

Results for "Evening In Byzantium" will be known about this story is written. There may be further dissatisfaction on the air date of that program.

"Byzantium" is somewhat of a disappointment only because it was originally scheduled for July and it got postponed until August," offered Procter. "That hurt our revenue potential somewhat and it missed the July ratings book. We don't have an August book here."

"But a group of stations has never acted as a producer with a major studio for the product and I think that the OPT committee has learned from this experience," he added. "My recommendation is going to be for a performance clause and a financial penalty if the studio doesn't meet the deadline. I guess they learn as we go along."

The cast of "Evening In Byzantium" is headed by Glenn Ford and includes, Eddie Albert, Vince Edwards, Shirley Jones, Patrick MacNee, Gloria DeHaven and Michael Cole.

Affiliates Face Dilemma

Expectations are high for "Byzantium", but "The Immigrants" will be facing stiffer competition, as it will be airing in November, in the midst of network first-run programming, and not in re-run periods as with the other OPT ventures. This will present the affiliates with some difficult

---

**OPT's 'Immigrants'
To Face First-Run Network Shows**

Half-Hour Shows Considered

Plans had been made for OPT to produce five half-hour shows that independent could run in prime time and affiliates could run in prime time access. There were to be four shows as back-ups, in case any of the first five did not go over. The project, however, has been shelved for the time being.

"The idea is the best way to get a combination of affiliates and independents for maximum coverage, which is what you need to cover the budget for first-run, top quality half-hour programming," said Masini.

However, he said, management changes at MCA/Universal have delayed the project, as the studio reorganizes.

"They have just hired Al Rush, who used to work for NBC, and they have formed a new Programming Enterprises Division, which is devoted to this type of thing — first-run projects [for other than networks]," said Masini. "I assume that this is going to be right at the top of their list."

"I think it's an idea that we still have much in store for," said Menchel, "and we'll be back with it, I'm sure, at a better time."

In the meantime, the steering committee is investigating other possible ventures. To some all this programming activity may seem to be the seed of a fourth network.

"We don't consider ourselves a fourth network, and we're not looking that far into the future," said Thompson. "Our lineup includes both affiliated stations and independents. In order to continue to get support from the affiliated stations, we have to offer them alternatives to the network. They're not going to be willing to preempt the network on a wholesale basis right now."

"The structure doesn't exist for a fourth network," noted Masini. "The affiliates are already part of the other networks, and the independents only cover half the country."

"Everybody likes to think of it as a fourth network, but I think that's overly ambitious," he added. "This is not in place of a network. Networks have got to be there. This is an occasional network."
of time in learning about the issues and training to write "tight" or finding someone who can and then combine them with creative production techniques. Scatter the end product throughout the schedule. Be sure each program doesn't run more than an average musical selection's running time or a cluster of commercials elapsed time. Broadcasters who are creative and concise will keep their audiences interested and be able to say they're offering meaningful programming in the public interest.

News, PSA's Not Always Enough
Now some will dismiss these ideas and say they cover the issues with public service spots and news. It may come as a shock to learn that relying on those alone may not meet the requirements contained in the Revised Primer. Check the question and answer section; read Question 30 and its answer. It asks if a station may rely exclusively on news inserts and PSA's to satisfy the requirements. The response starts off with an unsettling phrase, "Not necessarily...". It goes on to say that such reliance may not be deemed to be a "reasonable" effort in complying with the requirements.

If that's the case, then what happens to the suggestion just offered about creative and concise treatments of community concerns? If the treatment is brief but is clearly a creative, sincere effort to address the issues, the concise approach must surely be acceptable — particularly if the programs reflect a local angle rather than simply relying on canned, generalized PSA's or snippets of news in a last five-minute final.

At this point, it's time to introduce another bit of heresy. Has your station ever considered airing a station editorial as a means of addressing community issues? Now before you collapse, consider that most station managers were, are and will always be salespeople. That's the name of the game. As such, each and all are familiar with the skills needed to present a cogent, convincing argument to an advertiser. They pride themselves on being able to persuade people to part with large sums of money.

A former Director of Editorials and Public Affairs at KCBS Radio in San Francisco, author Bob Vainowski has made broadcast editorials and ascertainment a career. For eight of his 11 years in the CBS organization, he was researching and writing editorials. He wrote in Our View, one of the few books that treats the subject, for broadcast executives. The book is also being used widely by colleges as a text. A San Francisco Bay Area resident, he now provides editorial writing counsel and ascertainment guidance to stations as well as acting as a guest instructor at several California colleges.
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according to my last report. Here, too, the editorial is introduced easily and effectively with playback scattered around the clock.

Editorial Rivals

On the AM band both all-news KCBS and KGO, with a news-talk format, are the senior spokesmen. Arch competitors, they've been airing editorials for more than 15 years. KCBS uses the editorial at fixed positions throughout each day with a playback of the entire week's complement repeated on both Saturday and Sunday. It does an editorial a day or replaces that with one of many actively-recruited replies. The combination is rather like the editorial page and letters to the editor found in a newspaper.

KGO opts for an irregular schedule and utilizes a complex rotation system which scatters playback throughout the schedule. While this may seem to reduce effectiveness by sacrificing regularity, the station has had significant impact with local government and has earned numerous awards.

In television, competition is keen with all four VHF's airing editorials. Channel 2 in Oakland is an independent and produces editorials on an irregular basis. Channel 4 is the NBC affiliate and prefers one editorial per week, usually shot on location to give the commentary an added dimension. Channel 5, the CBS affiliate, has employed feminine editorialists for the past several years. A Westinghouse station, KPIX
Where Did It Come From?

A bit of background is in order to sort out this business of ascertainment. As all broadcasters know, licenses are issued for a three year period and renewal was a rather automatic affair for many years. But in the late 60’s, the turbulence surrounding Vietnam and the campuses became part of the broadcast regulatory world. A veritable parade of plaintiffs were calling on the FCC with demands for denials of licenses. Charges were being levied at stations for alleged failure to provide sufficient exposure to the under-represented.

The regulators were persuaded that such claims were valid and the situation needed correction. The result was the issuance of the first Primer on Community Ascertainment. In effect, the broadcasters were being told to get out of the studios and into the streets to learn what the people were thinking. This was to be done during the last six months of the license term. The industry complained and criticized, but the requirement remained. To the shock of many broadcasters, the required contact revealed a widespread hostility toward stations. There were many angry, dissatisfied citizens who wanted to be heard.

This author recalls one scheduled meeting which was arranged at a major hotel in downtown San Francisco during this time. A meal was planned and there was to have been an exchange of views between representatives of various ethnic and community organizations. This was the accepted way of doing business. Much to our surprise, many of the invited leaders from those organizations failed to attend. We had made the mistake of expecting them to come downtown.

It wasn’t long before we learned the opposite was what would work. They wanted to meet us on their terms in their territory at their convenience. It was a case of a new set of quarterbacks calling the signals. It induced the first of many field visits in the future.

During the first full cycle of renewals, many faults were found with the process. Critics questioned the wisdom of limiting contact and surveys to the closing six months of the license term. Others, including broadcasters, wondered what point there was in conducting such surveys when everyone carefully avoided suggesting that the survey was intended as a device for developing programs. Despite these comments, the process continued.

In January, 1976, the FCC issued a modified version of the Primer. This one responded to some of those criticisms. One major change was to make the effort an ongoing, annual effort in order to keep current with the community. The link between survey response and broadcaster response was established by requiring evidence of what programs had been aired to address the issues most often mentioned by community leaders.

Why then should there be any problem with persuading people to adopt an idea or just becoming aware of an issue?

The station editorial is designed to stimulate thought and, occasionally, action. How different is that from a commercial? Very little, indeed. Whatever problems exist are created by the broadcaster. If someone would demonstrate an editorial which produced an outcry of response or outpouring of revenue to the station or an advertiser, the airwaves would be filled with editorials. Stop for a moment and analyze the situation. The function of commercials and editorials is the same — to influence the thinking of listeners. Thus a station editorial might well be described as a commercial for an idea about a community need or issue.

Producing concise editorials or public affairs programs does require effort and expense in terms of time and research. However, since the ascertainment process requires personal interviews with community leaders already, it would seem the follow-up should be easier and more efficient than simply starting from scratch.

Again, too, it’s a matter of attitude. Even the easiest task becomes a chore if it is made so. After five years’ work in the area of ascertainment and seven years writing 1,300 editorials, this author is convinced that it isn’t necessary to be a PhD or an MBA in order to produce provocative commentary on public issues. It’s always easy to tell someone else how to do something or to criticize another person’s work.

Broadcasters can tap the skills of leaders from their communities at such places as colleges. All that is needed is a telephone, some time to organize questions, generous compliments and credit for the cooperation of others. Help is also available among the agencies representing a station’s clients. Most agencies employ skilled wordsmiths. Again, if they can fashion a clear and concise case for a client, they are able and may be willing to do the same for the editorials. It’s a resource worth remembering.

An Active Editorial Market

While addressing the “how” of editorials, it is appropriate to introduce some examples. The following are drawn from the stations seen and heard in the San Francisco Bay Area. They range from a network-owned TV station to an independent UHF. Radio formats range from AOR to all news to talk to country and western as well as religious, rock, and classical.

The Bay Area is probably one of the most active editorial markets in the nation. With five VHF’s and four UHF’s on the commercial side, five of those nine stations air editorials regularly. There are 46 AM and FM stations with perhaps a dozen sharing the largest portion of the available audience. Of this dozen, there are nine offering editorials including a heavy rock format and a station focusing on the Black community. Each schedules its editorials throughout the day and night and none is losing audience as a result. Of course, the San Francisco Bay Area can’t be compared with all other population centers and cultural or political mixes. However, it does boast an enormously varied cross section of views and attitudes. If it works there it ought to work elsewhere, providing it’s done well.

Now to some specifics. The styles of presentation vary widely. A relatively recent addition to the editorial array is KOIT-FM. This “beautiful music” format station presents an editorial delivered by a staff announcer in a calm, passive tone of voice.

By comparison K-101-FM, featuring a sliding scan of selections to fit the different parts of the day, has been airing editorials for a number of years. The views are prepared by several management people,
Who Shall Guard The Guardians?
by Mark Bragg

One Broadcast Journalist Comments On The Apparent Anti-Business Attitude Prevalent In Electronic Journalism

It was a slow news day. The reporter was assigned to cover an anti-smoking rally in a Los Angeles suburb. Only a handful of people showed up at the meeting to hear some psychologist virulently attacking smokers. It was not much of a news event, but the evening newscast needed film, so the editor simply used all that was handed to him by the reporter...a very biased piece condemning smokers. At the close of the story, nearly a quarter-million people heard the anchor say, "And what smokers [in that part of town] think about that is anybody's guess." It was an off-hand comment meant to close off the story.

That same week, at another O & O station across town, a reporter was assigned to cover the issue of farmworkers protesting for higher wages by picketing the fields in a nearby town. Nearly 90 seconds of sound-on-film and voiceover narration was devoted to the farmworkers' position...and not one word was offered on the farmers' position.

On August 6, 1977, well-organized groups of demonstrators gathered at strategic nuclear power plants across the country. Their planned demonstration had been continuously promoted by network and local news programming throughout the preceeding week. Cameras were dutifully on hand to record the predictable pronouncements of anti-nuclear power demonstration leaders...but nothing from the supporters of nuclear energy.

These are only a few of the common, everyday examples of the kind of coverage that has already laid waste to the relationship between broadcast journalists and the business community. As this kind of coverage continues and becomes more ubiquitous, it threatens to undermine the credibility of broadcast journalism with increasing numbers of the very people whom the medium professes to serve.

Not surprisingly, it has become difficult to find corporate executives willing to discuss issues affecting their various industries. Writing in a recent issue of The Atlantic, former Fortune editor Louis Banks noted, "Basically most ranking editors of mass media see business as suspect until proved innocent. At the

Author Mark Bragg is the president of Public Affairs Broadcasting Group, a news service providing more than 200 stations with documentaries and issue-oriented features. "If there were as little regulation of other industries as influential as journalism is, we would be grilling congressmen about it," he said. "We have to jealously guard that freedom by policing ourselves and by being vocally intolerant of shoddy reporting and unprofessional behavior."

Bragg has formed Operation Newswatch, a joint business, professional and journalist forum for the discussion and review of common interests. "I really think the people must be the final judge of what is good and bad journalism," he said. "We plan to educate the public so they know the difference and we hope to encourage journalists to be less defensive about legitimate criticism."
It was my good fortune to be responsible for organizing and administering the ascertainment effort at KCBS in San Francisco over a four-year period. That experience provided valuable insight for suggesting these ingredients in any ascertainment program.

FOCUS:
The efforts must focus on the city of license first, then on the area beyond. Constructing a demographic profile is essential.

CATEGORIES:
The FCC Primer specifies 19 categories of community activity which require attention and contact with community leaders. These range from Agriculture to Religion.

CONTACTS:
The Primer establishes certain guideline minimums according to the size of your market. These range from 60 contacts involving all 19 categories during a three-year period to as many as 220 or more in large and heavily populated areas.

METHOD:
The Primer requires a written description of just how you plan to conduct your survey. This must also include provisions for a random sampling of the population, in addition to leader interviews.

OPTIONS:
The Primer provides flexibility in achieving the established goals. However, there are limits on using the phone or having non-management people involved.

RECORDS:
This is the heart of the process. The FCC Revised Primer has a form that can be used for recording ascertainment interviews with community figures. Broadcasters would be wise to devise their own, simple recording method for cataloging aired programming related to ascertainment.

RESPONSE:
As Shakespeare wrote: “Aye, there’s the rub!” for the program people. Too many broadcasters limit their concept of response to lengthy and dull documentaries, deadly discussions or dreadful displays of diminutive dialogue usually wrapped in the ubiquitous public service announcement. These are usually aired when they will do the least damage in terms of audience alienation. It’s precisely this methodology which brought about the expanded Primer in 1976 and may make compliance even more demanding in years to come.

Offering Two Viewpoints
In recent months, KGSC-TV has overhauled its presentation with yet another interesting innovation also involving women as spokespersons. The current approach has two women appear on screen. First, one offers a perspective on a topic and then a different point of view is advanced by the other. The tone is easy and conversational with similarities to “Point Counterpoint” of 60 Minutes.

The set consists of two canvas back chairs against a dark set with tightkey lighting and simple supers. This tandem approach provides the viewer with the opportunity to hear and see more than one side of an issue and then decide which position to support. It remains to be seen how replies will be presented.

During the research on my book, In Our View, it was interesting to note a very clear correlation between editorial activity and the attitude of such activity from the White House and Washington’s bureaucracy. Editorial broadcasts went into a sharp decline when the media came under attack by the Nixon/Agniew White House a decade ago. This suggests the industry is less courageous than it likes to appear, particularly when the chips of license renewal are hanging in the balance.

Despite these statistics indicate there are more stations using the editorial as a program element. Because newspapers in some areas are declining, there’s a very definite need for many voices in the electronic media. Their task isn’t so much to tell the public what to think, but rather to make sure the public is thinking. Sometimes broadcasters are successful and other times they are not. The important point is that stations can and should view the editorial as a very valuable device for intensifying their impact on the audience and increasing their audience’s involvement with both the station and local issues.
involvement would seem to foster news. In fact, the mere presence of broadcast equipment has been cause for many "spontaneous" news events. Few broadcasters will deny being effectively used by an initially small band of anti-war activists whom we helped to build into a gigantic citizens movement. But in the era of post Vietnam identity crises, what is it that we are trying to build now? In his Atlantic article, Louis Banks says broadcast journalism has yet to receive the message to stop tearing down the country and its institutions.

Wells Banks, "... By and large the people who are trying to get things done in this country have a growing contempt for mass journalism and it is visceral, pervading, and, in the words of the chairman of a $2 billion corporation, full of 'dangerous emotions which should not unattended.'

It is as though many broadcast journalists perceive themselves as knights on horseback. Another part of the problem may be found in the color of the horse. Many journalists feel it is a white stallion and they must ride it in rescue of a threatened populace. But rescue it from what? Are there threats to the people to be found among the people? And what are they specifically?

It is likely the amorphous nature of the dragon is causing much of the trouble. In the wake of Vietnam and Watergate, the society seems suspicious that there may be other monsters waiting in the tall grass. Journalists, for their part, seem compelled to use "shotguns" to blast away at anything that moves, instead of lances that require careful aim.

Perhaps it is time to attempt to sketch what the monsters look like and pass around copies to everyone. It might then be possible to spare some innocent bystanders.

For example, is giant-sized business a threat to individual freedom and the democratic process? Is too much economic power being concentrated in too few places? Is the political system responding to the will of the majority or the pressure of effective special interest groups? And if we look at those issues, we must look at ourselves as well. Does broadcast journalism cover only the "squeakiest wheel" or does everyone get a chance to squeak? In order to arrive at answers to these and other pertinent questions, some soul searching and questioning of ourselves is required along with a long, hard look at the definition of at least three phases. First, in the context of daily reporting, it may be necessary to broaden the definition of "the people." Who are they? Is everyone to be included or only those who see themselves as the disenfranchised? Do "the people" include businessmen as well as consumers, the majority as well as minorities, men as well as women, the middle class as well as the poor.

Secondly, what is the definition of the "public interest." Is it the exclusive purview of those who think they know what is best for "the people," or is it the combination of the private interests of the majority of people? If journalists still believe that individuals should be free to decide their own fates, we must also believe the people are entitled to all the facts and opinions possible to enable a rational decision. That means covering more than just the opinions of those who speak loudest or who perform best in front of a camera or microphone. It means opening up the profession to the same informed and educated scrutiny to which we would subject other professions and industries...like doctors and chemical plants and city officials. It also means using our own medium to educate consumers in how to avoid being ripped off by charlatans in the news business. Unless we are a more perfect group than are other humans, there are good and bad journalists just as there are good and bad in any other profession.

What are the possible consequences of professional inaction? Right now, the news media at large is under increasing attack...some of which can be called attempts to abridge legitimate freedom of the press. If the perception of most broadcast journalists as "news actors" continues, the attacks will grow and become more successful as respect for the profession declines.

According to Milt Gross, head of the FCC's Fairness Doctrine and Political Broadcasting Section, anyone who feels as though he has been mistreated does have recourse with the Commission through application of the Fairness Doctrine. "The Commission does not feel," said Gross, "that the Fairness Doctrine inhibits freedom of the press of broadcast licensees to any great extent. [It] never prohibits the broad cast of a particular viewpoint or a particular program. In fact the Communications Act itself prohibits the Commission from censoring broadcast material."

But if a station decides to present material on a particular subject, it must
Their weight makes them portable. Their performance makes them professional.

Technics professional portable cassette decks. Our top-of-the-line RS-686DS speaks for itself. Its 6 lbs., 13 oz. say it's portable. Its 3 heads say it's professional. And all the other features say it will give you recordings of professional caliber.

Features like a unique anti-rolling mechanism for unprecedented portable transport stability. A frequency generator servo motor that immediately counteracts any variation in rotational speed. Separate bias and equalization. Even Dolby.*

The RS-686DS also gives you controls you won't find on many non-portables. Like a tape/source monitor switch. Low cut filter. Mike attenuator. And a three-minute tape and alert eye.

A less expensive alternative is the RS-646DS. The portable deck with performance specifications usually found only in higher priced cassette decks.

The RS-686DS and RS-646DS. Professional specifications. Plus the flexibility of recording sound wherever it may take you.

TRACK SYSTEM: (686, 646) 4-track, 2-channel record/playback. MOTOR: FG servo-controlled DC motor (RS-686DS). DC electronic speed control motor (RS-646DS). FREQ. RESP. (± 3 dB): RS-686DS: Cr0, tape, 50-16,000 Hz; Normal Tape, 50-14,000 Hz. RS-646DS: Cr0, and Normal Tape, 50-14,000 Hz. WOW AND FLUTTER (WRMS): 0.07% (686), 0.10% (646). S/N RATIO (Dolby): 66 db (686), 65 db (646). DIMENSIONS: 3" x 9 1/4" W x 7 1/2" D (686), 4 1/4" H x 14 1/4" W x 11" D (646). Technics RS-686DS and Technics RS-646DS.

A rare combination of audio technology. A new standard of audio excellence.*

* Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
involvement would seem to foster news. In fact, the mere presence of broadcast equipment has been cause for many "spontaneous" news events. Few broadcasters will deny being effectively used by an initially small band of anti-war activists whom we helped to build into a gigantic citizens movement. But in the era of post Vietnam identity crises, what is it that we are trying to build now? In his Atlantic article, Louis Banks says broadcast journalism has yet to receive the message to stop tearing down the country and its institutions.

Wrote Banks, "... By and large the people who are trying to get things done in this country have a growing contempt for mass journalism and it is viciously prevailing, and in the words of its chairman of a $2 billion corporation, full of dangerous emotions [which] should be n-left unattended."

It is as though many broadcast journalists perceive themselves as knights on horseback. Another part of the problem may be found in the color of the horse. Many journalists feel it is a white stallion and they must ride it in rescue of a threatened populace. But rescue it from what? Are there threats to the people to be found among the people? And what are they specifically?

It is likely the amorphous nature of the dragon is causing much of the trouble. In threat to individual freedom and the democratic process? Is too much economic power being concentrated in too few places? Is the political system responding to the will of the majority or the pressure of effective special interest groups? And if we look at those issues, we must look at ourselves as well. Does broadcast journalism cover only the "squeakiest wheel" or does everyone get a chance to squeak?

In order to arrive at answers to these and other pertinent questions, some soul searching and questioning of ourselves is required along with a long, hard look at the definition of at least three phases. First, in the context of daily reporting, it may be necessary to broaden the definition of "the people". Who are they. Is everyone to be included or only those who see themselves as the disenfranchised? Do "the people" include businessmen as well as consumers, the majority as well as minorities for...
Our Phonograph is a familiar face, with a new price!

of our professional phonographer's assistants available for a lower price than ever before. The 112 is a two-channel transmitter, offering precision and flexibility in both mono and stereo recording. Each channel has its own amplifier, with high output and low noise, ensuring clear and accurate sound reproduction. The 112 is designed for professional use in recording studios and live performances. Choose the 112 and upgrade your recording setup today.
generating increasing antipathy toward journalists. Again, writing in the Atlantic, journalist Louis Banks cites the ability of journalism . . . particularly broadcast . . . to move many minds all in one direction at the same time, often without balance. The article, titled "Memo To The Press: They Hate You Out There", quotes Prudential Insurance chairman Donald MacNaughton regarding the power of television news to blow things way out of proportion. "Sixty seconds on the evening news tonight is all that is required to ruin a reputation, turn a politician out of office or impair a company's profitability," he writes. "The power of the press with today's methods of mass communication has become, in short, the power to destroy."

The fear of so much power is not without foundation. According to American Telephone & Telegraph chairman John deBitts, a reporter's misinterpretation of an Appellate Court decision about "Ma Bell" caused the value of the stock to fall off $1 billion in two days. That kind of mistake, fueled by a general hostility toward business, cost a lot of little people a lot of big money.

The same kind of hostility could inadvertently reduce the world's food supply. In the now famous case of American Cyanamid versus one network news/feature show, a reporter was following up the theory that meats and by-products from animals fed antibiotics might be detrimental to the health of humans. At the time of the broadcast and until our publication date, this assertion has not been scientifically proved. But the reporter in question covered the story as though it were proven scientific fact. American Cyanamid is one of the leading producers of the antibiotics under study. The firm's director of public affairs (a former wire service newsman) Joe Calitiri picks up the story from there. He explained:

"When we called him (the reporter) and said we felt that you ought to have a technical person on the program because you're dealing with a scientific subject, he said to us, 'The only question I really want to ask you is . . . knowing that 90 per cent of the experts have decided that using antibiotics in animal feed is potentially dangerous, how can you in good conscience keep selling it and make a profit out of that.' When our chairman responded by saying that we made very little profit from those sales, the reporter indicated he really didn't want (to talk to us) anyway."

The story that followed on the network was a blistering indictment of the company which included the claim by the reporter that Cyanamid would not address the issue. In full-page ads in both the Washington Post and the New York Times, Cyanamid went on the attack. The company challenged the journalistic integrity of the reporter and the network. The company had offered to speak about the issue — namely, whether, in its opinion, antibiotics in animal feed were potentially dangerous to humans. But the reporter didn't want to address the issue. He simply wanted to attack the company based on his presumption of their guilt which had not been proven.

The problem, say Calitiri and other business and professional representatives, is that a great many broadcast journalists are often prepared to treat as fact the wildest kind of speculation from people who may have no background on a given subject. The people have the right to know, certainly. But it is the right to know, substantiated fact . . . not wild accusation, gossip or outright distortion.

"In management's view," said Calitiri, "many television reporters are more show people than they are news people. The net result is that they are out to sell the broadcast and therefore they begin with a controversial subject and they expect, therefore, to gain public attention through sensationalism. They start with a point of view and just use people in business and industry to dramatize their point of view."

It could not be said much blunter. Those on whom the shoe fits will, of course, be
Join the Mutual Network
In Its Leap
Into the Space Age

And what a leap it is! Following FCC approval, radio stations across the country will be getting 10-foot diameter satellite earth stations (INSTALLED AND PAID FOR BY MUTUAL) to join the network’s leap into the space age.

Mutual is launching a new era in transmitting network radio, abandoning the 22,300 miles of land lines and, coincidentally, sending network programs 22,300 miles into outer space to the Westar I satellite. Network affiliates will receive the satellite signal via their Mutual dish. And here’s your opportunity to join Mutual in putting network radio into the space age!

**Mutual Means Multi-Channels, Too**

With this new satellite capability, Mutual is entering a revolutionary era in network radio, offering affiliates more variety in diversified programming to fill the increasing needs of stations for news, sports, public affairs and other programs.

Mutual, through its new revolutionary, computerized master control facilities, will in the near future be capable of broadcasting up to six programs simultaneously via satellite transmission. And, via satellite, Mutual has a sound quality unheard of in the history of network radio. The network signal will be 15khz stereo via Westar I, unlike the normal 5khz signal of other national interconnected networks. For the first time in history, network transmission quality will match the maximum capability of AM and FM stations.

And multi-channel will mean a myriad of new and unique programming for network radio. Mutual can simultaneously transmit a football game in English, a football game in Spanish, a Mutual newscast, a public affairs program, a country music show or a stereo concert -- a wide selection of programs that will make Mutual the first and only “full service network” in the history of broadcasting.

**It’s a Big Leap**

You can see why Mutual’s leap into space is worth looking into right now. With the broad spectrum of programs on Mutual, your satellite dish could be a blue plate special, and you could beat the competition into the revolutionary era of super quality programming... through the use of transmission on Mutual -- the World’s Largest Radio Network.

**Take the Leap with Mutual in San Francisco!**

We invite you to learn more about Mutual at the NRBA Convention:

“Future in the Stars -- Satellite Technology Today and Tomorrow” -- Monday, Sept. 18, 1:45 PM. Mutual Executive Vice President Gary Worth moderates a panel discussion on satellites and radio. San Francisco Room B, Hyatt Regency Embarcadero.


“Talk, News, Public Affairs and Sports” - Tuesday, Sept. 19, 9:30 AM. Mr. Worth moderates panel discussion on programming and the variety of programs available to stations. Embarcadero Rooms C and D.

**California Wine Tasting Party** - Tuesday, Sept. 19, 5:30-7:30 PM, Mutual Hospitality Suite 1440, Hyatt Regency Embarcadero. Convention-goers are invited to partake of fine California wines.

**Mutual’s Convention Exhibit** - Ballroom Foyer, Lower Lobby, Hyatt Regency Embarcadero. Mutual’s exciting exhibit will be open daily and includes a satellite receiving terminal and complete information on programs offered by Mutual.

**Mutual Hospitality Suite 1440** - Open daily, Sept. 17-20, Hyatt Regency Embarcadero.

**Mutual’s Larry King** - Broadcasting live from the Convention in Mutual’s Mobile Broadcast Studio, Sept. 18 and 19, 9:05 PM - 2:30 AM.
afford a reasonable opportunity for contrasting viewpoints.

"The First Amendment," noted Gross, "impels rather than prohibits government promotion of a system which insures that the public is informed on the important issues of the day."

But the system only works presently when a complaint is filed. While the business community often feels justified in filing a formal complaint with the FCC, in practice it happens infrequently. Instead, some businesses like Cyanamid, Mobil Oil, the Edison Electric Institute, Kellogg, Exxon, Chase and others have taken their side to the public through very expensive print advertising campaigns. They have been unable to do so on the air because the Fairness Doctrine would require stations to then contribute free time to the opposition, or, in some instances, make the time available for purchase. In either case, most stations have been reluctant to become involved in those complexities.

The point is that increasing numbers of companies are feeling it is necessary to pay for the opportunity not necessarily to prevail but just to be heard. But in the future it may be less expensive for these same companies to file formal Fairness Doctrine complaints with the Commission and with another media watchdog, the National News Council. While both processes are slow, burdensome and expensive, business seems to be feeling the need to make some dramatic gestures just to get a seat on the platform with a variety of so-called activists and advocates.

"The first thing [they] must do," said the FCC's Milt Gross, "is go to the station. They are in the best position to decide [if there is a Fairness issue involved] because they know what they've broadcast."

In increasing numbers, that could be both embarrassing and a pain in the administrative neck.

There will always be companies, politicians and others who deserve the adversary relationships they experience with the media. But there is an alternative for those who want to help resolve issues, settle disputes and insure the continuing construction of a free society.

Broadcast journalists might begin to learn more about the responsibilities, attitudes, goals and aspirations of people in the business world. While it can be accomplished individually, there are meeting and seminar possibilities galore and business people would welcome some open and friendly contact. We must also begin to spend some time listening to the complaints of those who feel wronged. Some of these criticisms may be justified.

Finally, we must spend some time on the couch of critical self-analysis. Other industries and businesses are already subjecting themselves to internal and external critical review. Because, if broadcast journalists consider themselves the guardians of public morality and freedom, who shall guard the guardians?

---

Our Phono Preamplifier is a familiar face with a new low price!

Now the proven performance of our professional phono preamp formerly sold under another name is available as a UREI product and is priced under $350.00. The 1122 is a two-channel, solid-state preamplifier offering precise RIAA/NAB equalization for either stereo or two-channel mono disc reproduction for both broadcast and recording studio applications. High-impedance inputs match most all magnetic disc reproducers. Individual high and low frequency equalization trimmers are on each channel as are individual channel level controls. The 1122's performance proves that it is not just another pretty face. Pick one up from your UREI dealer.

8460 San Fernando Road • Sun Valley, CA 91352 • (213) 767-1000
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York

improved mx-5050-b
two-channel recorder
from otari

recently released by otari is a complete
ly new version of its popular mx-5050
series two-channel professional recorder.
the new model is called the mx-5050-b
and sells at the same price as the older
machine, yet is said by the manufacturer to
incorporate many new features. the new
features include the following: newly
designed control circuitry with ttl/ic
logic for noise-free punch-in and punch-out.

otari corporation
981 industrial road
san carlos, ca
(415) 593-1648
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special options available
with harris system 90
program automation system

harris corporation’s broadcast pro-
ducts division’s system 90 is a complete
micro-computer controlled program
automation system for full or part-time
operations. several additional new options
are offered for the system 90. the 7-day
crt display, used with tec model 70
terminal, now incorporates dual intensity
to highlight special inserted instructions and
the ‘commercial file’. system 90 features an
efficient use of repetitive day and hour
entries (monday through friday) using only
one entry in the time memory. the
operator, therefore, does not make as
many entries, as with most other systems.

an expanded, totally addressable format
table allows the system 90 user to label
thirty pairs of program and commercial
format locations for instant recall. and, the
memory may now be expanded with up to
10,000 events. the unique ‘conditional
fade’ is a new option now available with

28 dbm maximum output to provide 24 db
of headroom over the switchable fixed
output level of +4 dbm. (an alternate level
of -10 dbm continues to be available as in
the mx-5050, rear panel selectable.)

three calibrated record levels are
incorporated, switch selectable on the rear
panel: 185, 250 and 320 mw/m for ease of
alignment with standard-level or the new
higher density mastering tapes. capstan is
driven by a dc servo system that also
provides ±7% speed control during record
and reproduce. three speeds are provided
in field selectable speed pairs of 15/1/2 or
7/3/3/3 ips, with automatic equalization
switching. peak reading led indicators
(set to 110 vu, but also adjustable) are
incorporated inside the standard vu meter

housing. the record ready position is
indicated by a pulsing led. in addition, all
indicators are now led’s instead of lamps.

return to zero memory rewind feature is
useful for locating selections during mix-
down sessions. plug-in heads ease
maintenance and adjustment.

all xlr connectors, line and microphone
input and output, are offered. also, a 20 db
microphone attenuator is included to
accommodate high output condenser
mics. standard features of the mx-5050
series include front panel edit and cue
controls, selective reproduce on all
channels, front panel continuously
adjustable bias and record eq, built-in 1
khz test oscillator, quarter-track playback
capability, built-in splicing block, and
balanced 600 ohm outputs. price of the
mx-5050-b is $1,795.00, complete with dc
servo.

sony organizes
telephone “hot line”

in order to provide owners of sony
broadcast equipment with quick, accurate
parts and servicing information, sony
corporation of america has established a
twenty-four hour, seven-day-a-week
telephone hot line.

it enables owners of broadcast equip-
ment to get on-the-spot answers to any
technical questions, order emergency
parts, find out about the latest sony
training classes for broadcasters and order
technical manuals.

for added convenience, sony presently
has three hot line numbers. broadcast
inquiries should be directed to the sony
office nearest the caller. hot line numbers are:

1. east region (new york) (212) 361-0014.
2. central region (chicago) (312) 647-9596.
3. western region (los angeles) (213)
635-6322.

to provide the best possible technical
backup, each hot line location maintains
at least one fully-trained operating engineer
on duty 24 hours a day. routine servicing
questions are usually answered within 10
minutes. however, if a servicing question
can not be answered by a simple phone
call, sony will send a trained factory
engineer within one day to provide on
location repair.

sony corp. of america
9 west 57th street
new york, ny 10019
(212) 371-5800
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marc vii unit
offered by igm

at nrba 1978 igm/nti will be showing a
complete, fully operating basic a
automation system with go-carts
and instacarts, using a black and white crt.
also to be shown is a stand-alone basic a
unit with color monitor. new is the marc
vii unit to be shown in a production room
environment, where it is the master control
If you think our Stereo Synthesizer is just for old mono records...

... you don't know what you're missing!
Applications of the 245E Stereo Synthesizer are limited only by your imagination:

In the recording studio, you can
- save tracks by recording strings, horns, or drums on a single track and spreading them in the mix
- create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic string ensembles, and electric organ
- create a stereo echo return from a mono echo chamber or artificial reverb generator
- use one channel to create phasing effects

In broadcasting, you can
- use it on announce mikes to create stereo depth without an image that shifts every time the announcer moves his head
- synthesize mono material before recording it on stereo cart: you'll minimize mono phase cancellation
- use mono cart machines and synthesize the output: you'll eliminate mono phase cancellation entirely
- create an audience-pleasing stereo effect from mono agency spots and network feeds

The 245E is a fundamentally different, patented way of creating stereo space. Its sound is distinct from panpotted point sources or stereo effects synthesized with digital delay lines. It's a dramatic, highly listenable sound that's fully mono-compatible—just add the channels to get the original mono back. (If you get bored, you can always process old mono records into pseudostereo.)

Your Orban dealer has all the details. Write us for his name and a brochure with the complete 245E story.

Orban
Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067

Beyer Shotgun Mikes Offered

Two 'shotgun' microphones of the Beyer Dynamic Phantom Powered Condenser Series are being offered, according to Hammond Industries, exclusive U. S. distributor of Beyer Dynamic Products.

The MC716 is a short pressure-gradient receiver-interference tube, with a frequency response of 40-20 kHz. The pick-up pattern is cardioid-lobed with an output level of 10 MV/PA at 1 kHz. The system impedance is 200 ohms and is phantom powered by an external 48 V supply. The retail price for the MC716 is $545.00. This includes the CK716 shotgun attachment and the CV710NC preamp/shaft. The CV710NC includes a 10 dB pad switch and a bass roll-off switch.

The MC717 is a long-interference tube condenser microphone offering high directivity with a lobe pick-up pattern. The MC717 is also 48 V phantom powered and is capable of operating from -25°C to +70°C. Consisting of the CK717 capsule and the CV710(C) preamp/shaft, the MC717 will retail for $685.00.

Hammond Industries, Inc.
155 Michael Drive
Syosset, NY 11791
(516) 364-1900


PM5519 Offers More Than 20 Combinations of Diagnostic Test Patterns

A new color TV pattern generator which produces professional level signals for testing color and black and white TVs, video cassette players and video disc systems to RTMA and CCIR standards has been introduced by Philips Test and Measuring Instruments. The instrument, the PM5519, covers the full test spectrum with more than 20 combinations of diagnostic test patterns. This permits fast, highly accurate video screen alignments. The range of test patterns is based on five color and five black and white signals, and includes special modulation patterns to check amplifier bandwidth, VCR's and color demodulators. A circle can be combined with the test patterns without exceeding the standard TV peak-to-peak video output. The PM5519 features pushbuttons to select black and white test patterns with a special multi-burst signal for checking the bandwidths. Another set of pushbuttons selects color signals with special test patterns to align color demodulators and check VCR's.

The PM5519 can be electrically tuned to the IF, and virtually any VHF or UHF channel. Up to six frequencies can be selected separately with simple button switches after the required TV band and channel have been pre-set. Each button features electronic tuning and indicators to show the range: VHF bands I or III, or UHF bands IV or V. Maximum RF output of the pattern generator is 10 mV, and attenuation is a continuous 60 dB. The video and sound carriers can be modulated externally by any source, including cameras and tape recorders.

A sound/visual ratio of approximately 12.5:1 with line and frame synchronization set to CCIR TV standards permit the PM5519 pattern generator to be used for checking any equipment to conform with PAL, G, I, M and N color standards. The new Philips instrument provides patterns for on-screen alignment, making possible adjustments of delay line and color demodulators without additional instruments by watching the screen.

Philips Test and Measuring Instruments, Inc.
85 Mc Kee Drive
Mahwah, N.J. 07430
(201) 529-3800


25 Hz Filter Eliminates Automation Tones

Many broadcasters are using program services recorded for use with automation, but playing them manually with operators. This means the 25 Hz cue tone in some cases is being aired. The results are often catastrophic to the transmitter equipment and annoying to many listeners.

DYMA Engineering has developed an active 25 Hz filter that eliminates these cue tones from program material. It is an extremely sharp notch filter with at least 45 dB of attenuation at 25 Hz, and less than 2.2 dB attenuation at 50 Hz. It is available in mono and stereo, on a 3½ x 9-inch rack mount panel. Price is $235 for the mono, and $330 for the stereo.

DYMA Engineering
213 Pueblo del Sur
Taos, NM 87571
(505) 758-2868


Sansui Establishes Professional Products Division

Sansui Electronics Corporation has just announced the formation of a new Professional Products Division to market a group of specialized and innovative audio components to the broadcast, recording, reinforcement and disco market.

According to Mr. N. Kouchi, President of Sansui, "The new division has been in the making for several years. Since we started in the American market, we have contributed many important technological developments in professional audio products through our multi-channel sound reproduction systems, high power amplifiers and AM stereo developments. Our experience with these products and our ever-expanding technological advantages have brought Sansui to the point where we are ready to market professional equipment in the U. S. and in other countries."

Sansui Electronics Corp.
55-11 Queens Boulevard
Woodside, NY 11377
(212) 779-5300


Full Broadcast Features for 3/4" Portable VTRs

A new add-on audio/visual kit, which adds full broadcast features to standard 3/4" VTRs, is now available from a professional VTR manufacturer. The 40000 series of 3/4" VTR's now become fully compatible with broadcast standards.

KKHI, KRE, KSAN and KQED, which regularly broadcast Dolby system encoded signals. Each station’s Dolby system broadcast encoding unit has been modified so that the broadcast signal contains an inaudible tone in the 15 kHz region at about 80 dB below 100% modulation. Modified consumer FM receivers, equipped with new detecting circuits developed by Dolby Laboratories, automatically switch to the Dolby FM mode, while indicator LED’s light up, when tuned to any of the stations broadcasting the tone. While only the Dolby FM use of the new pilot system is being demonstrated, the system can be used for identifying many processes, individually or simultaneously.

“Unlike regular stereo FM transmissions, broadcasts encoded with the Dolby system and other processes have no special identifying characteristic for automatic switching purposes,” said Kevin Dauphinee, Dolby Labs FM Development Manager. “As a result, the listener first has to know which station is using which processes, and then push the right switches on his receiver. The new system would eliminate all that confusion and inconvenience.”

DOLBY LABORATORIES
731 SANSOME STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111

DIGIVISION ON-CAMERA PROMPTING SYSTEM
Weighing just 22 pounds including monitor, hood and mirror assembly, Listec Television Equipment Corporation’s on-camera prompting monitor system is designed for attachment below the lens and gives a semi-transparent mirror that yields equivalent 85% transmission. Counterbalance is achieved with an externally-mounted power transformer that eliminates weights, camera supports or special rigs. A quick release mount to Vinten heads independent of camera is available (sandwich plate adaptor for other heads supplied as standard). The 12-inch monitor (17-inch size is also available) does not interfere with pedal steering rings. The unit has less than one-quarter F stop light loss, according to the manufacturer. The price is $1,800.00; or $2,000.00 for the 17-inch model.

LISTEC TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
39 CAIN DRIVE
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 694-8963
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PHANTOM-POWERED HEADSETS
Setcom Corporation has introduced a line of domestically manufactured phantom powered communication headsets for TV production. A self-contained amplifier uses a minute portion of available microphone power to uniquely increase the output level of high fidelity speakers. Integrated with these features are preamplified dynamic microphones which result in exceptional
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SQUARE EFFECTS GENERATOR FROM 3M MINCOM
A square effects generator that adds the professional “big switcher” look to video production is now offered by 3M’s Mincom Division. The Model 5130 digital effects generator operates with any production switcher having an external key input and generates 16 patterns by sequencing 256 raster areas for special effects including spiral, horizontal, diagonal and random wipes at 5 different switchable rates.

Delivery is 30-45 days and the unit lists for $1,495.00.

3M VIDEO PRODUCTS
MINCOM DIVISION
3M CENTER 223-SE
ST. PAUL, MN 55101
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DOLBY DEMONSTRATES NEW FM PILOT-TONE SYSTEM
At the NRBA convention in San Francisco, September 17-20, Dolby Laboratories will be demonstrating a new pilot-tone system for identifying various characteristics of FM broadcasts. The new system, currently being developed by Dolby Laboratories, enables an FM station to broadcast a number of pilot-tones to identify such characteristics as Dolby system encoding, matrix four-channel systems, and so on. Special detecting circuits can then be used in FM receivers and tuners to switch on appropriate decoders and indicators automatically.

Testing with FCC experimental approval has been underway in San Francisco for some months, and formal application for FCC approval is expected to occur in the near future.

The demonstration is being conducted in cooperation with Bay area FM stations, it has been announced by Ave Butensky, President of Viacom International, Inc.; Television Program Group and Alan Horn, President of Tandem Productions, Inc.

Tandem Productions, producers of the comedy hit, Viacom Enterprises, the distributors of “All In The Family”, have agreed to license television broadcasts of the more than 200 episodes beginning in the Fall of 1979.

VIACOM INTERNATIONAL, INC.
1211 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS
NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 575-5175
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for all elements involved in creation of commercials — single decks, turntables, reels, etc. Multiple starts, fades and other special effects are made easy by use of the Marc. The Marc VII consists of a simple keyboard and a CRT. It can simultaneously be used as a DJ assist and, while events are being aired, as a production room tool using the audition channel. The production room was pioneered by Radio Station KYYX, Seattle.

Regarding its Basic A English programable control system, IGM points out that it is a complete unit, with features like inclusion of Extel printer, real-time clock, conditionals, Jump To segments accessible with only one command, and other advantages — all standard items, not options.

IGM/NTI
4041 HOME ROAD
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
(206) 733-4567
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Looking for a professional audio product?

Westlake Audio is a lot more than a studio builder. We represent, stock, sell and service the finest professional audio products available today! Microphones, tape machines, amplifiers, speakers, consoles and more. Whatever your product need, call Westlake Audio.

Consoles
Audio Magnetics ● Automated Processor ● Harrison ● Calrec
Allen & Heath ● Yamaha
Tape Machines
NEC ● Electro Sound ● Otari and Nakamichi
Synchronizers
Automated Processors ● IBM ● SLSO
Monitor Speakers
Westlake Audio ● IBM ● Grandspeakers
Amplifiers
Owen ● BIC ● CrownVeeta ● D.A.I. ● Yamaha
Microphones
AKG ● Electro-Voice ● Neumann ● Shure ● Sony
• Electro • PSI
Support Equipment
Aladdin Research ● Amperium ● Atlas ● JBL ● Auratone ● Consumer
• Dolby ● Eidophor ● Formatics Circuits ● Inverier ● K 2
• Lamb Electronics ● MRF ● MXF ● MultiStage ● Urban Parasound
• Panaudio ● Pyle ● Samson • Sennheiser • Sony • Stephens ● Stephens
• UREI ● Whip • EMT • M + max
Custom Acoustic Design and Construction
Complete Studio • Control Rooms and Echo Chamber Design
Construction. Winner and System Integration.
portable VTRs, is now available from Videomedia. The new kit, Model VMU-44, offers balanced audio/low impedance, XLR connectors, external sync and subcarrier, and RF connector acceptance. In addition, the kit features individual gain pots and a microphone/line switch for each audio channel.

Weighing just 2½ pounds, the VMU-44 works with any standard JVC CR-4400, Hitachi SV-340 or Panasonic NV-9400 VTR, adding only two inches to their height. Installation of the kit is done with a soldering iron and a Phillips screwdriver, and takes only two hours. Manufactured in the United States, the VMU-44 kit costs $750.00 ($850.00 installed), complete with wire harness and transformers.

VIDEOMEDIA
250 N. WOLFE ROAD
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
(408) 733-6500


CLASSIFIED ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
— $40.00 Per Column Inch —
(2½" x 1")

One inch minimum, four inches maximum. Space over four inches will be charged for at regular display advertising rates. One-inch POSITIONS WANTED ads free; if space is available.

PROGRAMMING

A SATISFIED CLIENT!
Dee Alan, KFLS, Klamath Falls, Oregon writes: "Let me take this opportunity to offer an unsolicited testimonial. Many times when a person starts doing business with someone, things are really great at first and then service cools off. Not so with THE MUSIC DIRECTOR. As every week goes by, we are more and more convinced that we are getting the best service of its kind available today. And, I won't qualify that by saying it's the best for the money. It's just the best. We have talked with other programmers charging literally hundreds of dollars a month more, and offering less. Looking for the best ADULT/CONTEMPORARY music supply service at the lowest possible price? Join KFLS and your problems with RECORD SERVICE will be over. Write for free information.

THE MUSIC DIRECTOR
PROGRAMMING SERVICE
Box 103
Indian Orchard, MA 01151
(413) 783-6426

HALLOWEEN PROGRAM
Two minute Creepy Halloween Verse with musical background and sound effects. Treat your listeners to this wonderful value. Send $10.00 for program and rights to unlimited air play this 1978 Halloween season. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money promptly refunded. For immediate delivery of this limited issue send check or money order to LADD, P. O. Box 206B, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056.

REVOX SERVICE & MODIFICATION
TO PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
(213) 798-9127
*85 ARROYO ANNEX
Pasadena, CA 91109

AUGUST 1978

SERVICES

"Unique concepts, writing and production from a unique location, since 1970." Custom commercials, jingles, promos, ID's, features and produced comedy for radio. Send $3.00 for a 45-minute demo tape and literature packet describing all services.

MOTHER CLEO PRODUCTIONS
P. O. Box 521
Newbury, SC 29108

443 OLDIES
on tape available to radio stations!
Chart hits from 1955 thru 1977
in mono or stereo
THE MUSIC DIRECTOR
PROGRAMMING SERVICE
Indian Orchard, MA 01151 • (413) 783-6426

FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS

CONSOLERS, KITS & WIRED AMPLIFIERS, MIC. EQ, ACPLINE, TAPE, DISC, POWER OSCILLATORS, AUDIO, TAPE BIAS, POWER SUPPLIES


SITUATIONS WANTED

Talented young professional seeking position with broadcast production facility. Excellent spots are all I know how to do. For resume and tape, write John Nicolazzo, 66 Mt. View Avenue, Warsaw, NY 14569.
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